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SCISSORS
Scissors stand
High quality scissors made with stainless steel with 
plastic handle. Available in different sizes:

 (73103) 127 mm

(73102) 152 mm 

(73101) 210 mm 

(73100) 246 mm 

Scissors stand

cod. 73006  W 1571cod. 73024 A

Straight point  104NCurved point  104 NCB

cod. 73004 cod. 73005 cod. 73053

TC805

230 H / 9

Other accessories
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20 leds light. Low electricity consume (1.2watt) with magnetic holder. 
Can be adapted in any kind of sewing machine. 220 volt, transformer 
24watt. Transformer separated of the magnet to be assembled under 
the sewing machine head.

20 leds light. Low electricity consume (1.2watt) with magnetic holder. 
Can be adapted in any kind of sewing machine. 220 volt, 
transformer 24watt.

New led light composed by 2 sets of simple magnetic led ligths 
(each set 5 leds, total 1w). One is positioned in front of the needle
and the other one behind the needle. So we get a perfect ilumination 
of the sewing area without shadows. Transformer to be installed 
under the sewing machine’s table.                                                             

5 leds light. Low electricity consume (0.5watt) with magnetic holder. 
Can be adapted in any kind of sewing machine. 220 volt, trans-
former 24watt.

6 leds light. Low electricity consume (0.5watt) with magnetic holder. 
Can be adapted in any kind of sewing machine. 220 volt, 
transformer 24watt. 

Led universal lamp to be assembled behind the sewing machine 
head. 

Led universal lamp with holder to be fixed on the edge of sewing 
machine head table. Two intensities of shining light. 

Other accessories

SW-2x(5i-LED)                                (35015)SW-2x(5i-LED)                                (35015)          

SW-5i LED                                      (35013)SW-5i LED                                      (35013)            

SW-6U LED                                    (35014) SW-6U LED                                    (35014)           

SW-20 LED                                     (35001)SW-20 LED                                     (35001)            

SW-27-K-LED                               (35007)SW-27-K-LED                               (35007)            

SW-20LED SEP                               (35002)

SW-99-K-LED                               (35018)

SW-20LED SEP                               (35002)

SW-99-K-LED                               (35018)            
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Free and domestic use sewing machines with shuttle and 
central bobbin case. Straight stitch, 4 kinds of zig zag, 12 
kinds of ornamental stitches and buttonholes. Aluminium 
machine’s body. 

Free and domestic use sewing machines with shuttle and 
central bobbin case. Straight stitch, 7 kinds of zig zag, 5 
kinds of ornamental stitches and buttonholes.

Flat bed domestic sewing machine made with aluminium body 
to be assembled in sewing machine furniture. Metal shuttle, 
straight stitch, 4 kinds of zig zag, 9 kinds of ornamental 
stitches and buttonhole.

Household sewing machines

SW-635                                 (A7810C)SW-635                                 (A7810C)            

SW-1250                                 (A7822)SW-1250                                 (A7822)            

SW-920                                   (A7811) SW-920                                   (A7811)           
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2 needles 4 thread overlock machine equipped with dif-
ferential transport feed, mechanical chainstitch cutter. The 
machine can also work at 1 needle, 3 threads for normal 3 
threads overlock stitch and fine edging stitch.

2 and 3 needles interlock domestic sewing machine with 
bottom covering thread. The machine can also make single 
needle double chainstitch function.

Interlock and overlock sewing machine. Equipped with 6 dif-
ferent kinds of presser feet already included in the accesory 
box of the machine. The machines sews, cuts and finished. 
The cutting fabric attachment can be eliminated when the 
machine is used for interlock function. Overlock stitches: 
fine edging, 1 needle 3 threads, normal stitch 1 needle 3 
threads, 2 needles 4 threads and 2 needles 5 threads. Inter-
lock stitches: 1 needles 2 threads double chainstitch and 2 
and 3 needles with bottom covering thread.

Household sewing machines

SW-334                                 (A7439B)SW-334                                 (A7439B)            

SW-1330                               (A7441A)SW-1330                               (A7441A)            

SW-1334                                 (A7441)SW-1334                                 (A7441)            
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Small roller (15x25mm) puller device for single needle 
sewing machine for short seams. For Juki machines with 
AK presser foot lifter system in the rear part of the sewing 
machine head.

Small roller (15x25mm) puller device for single needle sewing 
machine for short seams.

Small roller (15x25mm) puller device for single needle sew-
ing machine for short seams. For SW-5571-7 and SW-380 
chainstitch sewing machines or other machines lockstich 
machines that have the backtacking solenoid in the rear part 
of the head of sewing machine.

Big size roller 55mm diameter puller device for 1 or 2 nee-
dles sewing machine for long seams. Available with 15mm, 
35mm and 50mm of roller width.

PUL0004: PL5515   15 mm roller width

PUL0056: PL5535   35 mm roller width

PUL0057: PL5555   55 mm roller width

(PUL0037) AK-85 (DDL-8500/8700-5500)

(PUL0088) AK-118 (DDL-9000)

Puller devices

PS                                       (PUL0003) PS                                       (PUL0003)         

PS-AK                                  (PUL0037)PS-AK                                  (PUL0037)            

PS-B                                    (PUL0035)PS-B                                    (PUL0035)            

PLPL
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Big size roller (55mm diameter) puller device for single needle 
sewing machine for long seams for Brother type 2 needles lock-
stich machines that have the backtacking solenoid in the rear 
part of the head of sewing machine.

Big size roller puller device (55 mm diameter and 50mm width) 
with upper and lower roller transport. For 1 and 2 needles com-
pound feed machines with horizontal hooks. For heavy fabrics 
like awnings.

Puller PT for 1510H-7 Pneumatic presser foot lifter  
Puller PT for 4410H-7 Pneumatic presser foot lifter

Big size roller puller device (55 mm diameter and 50mm width) 
with upper and lower roller transport. For 1 and 2 needles com-
pound feed machines with horizontal hooks. For heavy fabrics 
like awnings. For Brother type machines with thread trimmer. .
       
                                                                                            

Table for SW-2220/4410H machines

Big size roller (55mm diameter) puller device for single needle 
sewing machine for short seams. For 2 needles Juki machines 
with AK-89 presser foot lifter system in the rear part of the 
sewing machine head.

PT puller made specially for Sewmaq SW-767H-7 and Adler 767

Big size roller puller device (55 mm diameter and 50mm width) 
with upper and lower roller transport. For long arm 1 and 2 
needles compound feed machines with horizontal hooks. For 
heavy fabrics like awnings. The puller must be ordered special 
depending on the brand and model of sewing machine.

Puller devices

PL-B                                        (PUL0070)PL-B                                        (PUL0070)            

PL-AK                                      (PUL0058)PL-AK                                      (PUL0058)            

PT                                            (PUL0001)PT                                            (PUL0001)            

PT-B                                         (PUL0050) PT-B                                         (PUL0050)           

PT-L                                         (PUL0078)PT-L                                         (PUL0078)            

(PUL0096)     (PUL0096)     
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Puller for feed-off-the arm double chainstitch sewing ma-
chines Brother and Juki type only.

Puller device for Juki 3900, Brother V and Pegasus Ex.

Puller device for spaghetti sewing seams. For overlock ma-
chines.

Puller device with upper and lower rollers for overlock ma-
chines. For continuous and long seams.

Puller devices

Pullers for overlock machines

PF                                       (PUL0021)PF                                       (PUL0021)            

PG                                       (PUL0063)PG                                       (PUL0063)          

PK                                       (PUL0031) PK                                       (PUL0031)           

PK-SP                                  (PUL0071)PK-SP                                  (PUL0071)            
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Continous belt puller device for overlock machine. Ask for 
adaptable sewing machine brands and models. Presser foot not 
included in the price.

Puller devices for interlock machines. Available for:

-KINGTEX FT-6500, YAMATO-2500 (PUL0005)     
-KANSAI DPW-1302W  (PUL0032)        
-PEGASUS W-562 (PUL0033)   
-RIMOLDI 264. (PUL0036)    

* Ask for other brands of machines.

Continous belt puller device for overlock machine for sewing 
polo collar. Pneumatic puller.

Puller device for cylinder bed interlock sewing machines. 

-PEGASUS W-664  (PUL0085)     
-RIMOLDI 171 (PUL0098)                              
-Sewmaq SW-664/UTP-1 machines with HVP-70 
servo motor assembled in the rear part of the sewing 
machine head.                                                                      

-KINGTEX.CT-6500/9000                                           

*Ask for other brands of machines.

Puller devices for interlock machines

Puller for overlock machines

PO-F                                       (PUL0062)PO-F                                       (PUL0062)            

PO                                          (PUL0025) PO                                          (PUL0025)           

PL/S1                                         (PUL005)PL/S1                                         (PUL005)            

PL/S2                                       (PUL0018)PL/S2                                       (PUL0018)            
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Upper tape feeding device. Maximum width of the tape 
70mm. For overlock and zig zag sewing machines.

Puller for blindstitch sewing machines with moving 
arm(cylinder bed Treasure H-140-141 and Maier).                                                                           

Side tape feeding device. Maximum width of the tape 
70mm. For interlock side tape sewing machines.

           
                                                                                        

Tape feeding devices

Puller device for blindstitch machines

 

PW                                       (PUL0030)

 

PW                                       (PUL0030)            

TFU 16-3                           (PUL0022)TFU 16-3                           (PUL0022)            

TFS -26-3                            (PUL0026)TFS -26-3                            (PUL0026)            
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Mechanical elastic tape feeding device for overlock machines. 
Table attachment holder. Maximum elastic width: 50mm. For 
any overlock sewing machine brand. Roller presser foot.
Adaptable to any machine overlock.

Electronical elastic tape feeding device for overlock ma-
chines with stepping motor. Table attachment holder. Maxi-
mum elastic width: 50mm. For any overlock sewing machine 
brand. 6 different tensions of the elastic tape. Change of 
elestic tape by knee switch.

Mechanical elastic tape feeding device for overlock machines. 
Holder over the sewing machine head. Maximum elastic 
width: 50 mm.

(PUL0016) KINGTEX SH-7000

(PUL0087) SEWMAQ SW-3300

Elastic tape feeding attachments for
overlock machines

MDK 61-2                            (PUL0016) MDK 61-2                            (PUL0016)           

MC-S6U-57                         (PUL0059) MC-S6U-57                         (PUL0059)           

MDK 60-2                            (PUL0014)MDK 60-2                            (PUL0014)          
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Electronic elastic tape feeder with stepping motor. Equipped 
with panel for programing the tension of the elastic (27 pro-
grams). Automatic attachment for inserting the elastic tape in 
the presser foot and for cutting the elastic. Maximum width 
of the elastic tape: 38mm. Maximum quality of the tension 
even working at high speed. Pneumatic tension opener.

Electronic elastic tape feeders   

MCA-18K-38/TR         (PUL0044)(PUROO61) MCA-18K-38/TR         (PUL0044)(PUROO61)     
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Electronical elastic tape feeding with stepping motor device 
for zig zag machines. Inserting elastic from upper side. 
Maximum elastic width: 50mm. 6 different tensions of the 
elastic tape. Change of elestic tape by knee switch.

Electronical elastic tape feeding with stepping motor device 
for zig zag machines. Inserting elastic from lateral side. Maxi-
mum elastic width: 50mm. 6 different tensions of the elastic 
tape. Change of elastic tape by knee switch.

Mechanical elastic tape feeder for zig zag machine. Maxi-
mum tape width: 50mm.

Elastic tape feeders for zig zag machine   

MDL-31-2                             (PUL0012) MDL-31-2                             (PUL0012)           

MC-S6Z-57                          (PUL0074)MC-S6Z-57                          (PUL0074)            

MC-S6S-57                          (PUL0073)MC-S6S-57                          (PUL0073)            



Elastic tape feeder for interlock
machine   
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Universal mechanical elastic tape feeder. Maximum tape 
width: 50mm.

Upper electronic elastic tape feeder for interlock sewing 
machine with stepping motor for zig zag machine. Equipped 
with programmer of the elastic tape tension (6 programs). 
Change of elastic tension by knee switch. 

(PUL0046) for Kingtex/Yamato machines.

(PUL0060) for Pegasus W562 and Sewmaq 562.

Lower electronic elastic tape feeder for zig zag sewing ma-
chine with stepping motor for interlock machine. Equipped 
with programmer of the elastic tape tension (6 programs). 
Change of elastic tension by knee switch.
    

                                                                                       

MDL-30-2                             (PUL0010) MDL-30-2                             (PUL0010)         

MC-S6C-57                          (PUL0046)MC-S6C-57                          (PUL0046)          

MC-S6B-57                          (PUL0072) MC-S6B-57                          (PUL0072)           
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Pneumatic rollers for tensioning the elastic tape in cylinder 
bed interlock sewing machines.

Electric attachment for making the suction for overlock 
chainstitch cutters and waste of cutted fabric. It does not use 
pneumatic air connection.  
                
                                                                                       

Ref. CV Pitman rod, ventury and all pneumatic components 
needed to install pneumatic overlock chainstitch cutters.

Pneumatic presser foot lifter for overlock machines:
(OSW0011)For Juki and Sewmaq 3300
(J6700001) For Juki 6700-3600, Kingtex 6000-7000 
(PG0008)   For Pegasus EX, Kingtex 9000

Attachments for pneumatic chainstitch
cutter

Other attachments   

RTP                                     (PUL0028)RTP                                     (PUL0028)            

(KIN0027)     

(KIN0017)     

(KIN0027)     

(KIN0017)     
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(CCP002) PEGASUS EX - side (3 y 4 thread)                                                           

(CCP001) PEGASUS EX - flat (5 thread)                                                                  

(CCP004) PEGASUS M - side (3 y 4 thread)                                                             

(CCP003) PEGASUS M - flat (5 thread)                                                                  

(CCB003) BROTHER V - side (3 y 4 thread)                                                           

(CCB002) BROTHER V - flat (5 thread)                                                                    

(CCB005) BROTHER N - side  (3 y 4 thread)                                                          

(CCB001) BROTHER N - flat  (5 hilos)                                                                   

(CC0J001) JUKI 6700-3600-3300/SEWMAQ 3300- side (3/4 thread)             

(CC0J002) JUKI 6700-3600-3300/ flat (5 thread)                                                                                              

(KIN0031) KINGTEX SH-7003/4 - (JUKI 2400) side (3/4 thread)                     

(KIN0043) KINGTEX SHG-7005 for jeans                                                     

(KIN0029) KINGTEX SH-7005- (JUKI 2400) flat (5 thread)                              

(KIN0026) KINGTEX SHF-7005  top feed                                                           

(CCS001) SIRUBA 737/747 - side  (3 y 2 thread)                                                  

(CCS002) SIRUBA 757 - flat  (5 thread)                                                                    

(CCY001) YAMATO AZ6/8000 - flat  (5 thread)                                                       

(CCY002) YAMATO AZ6/8000 - side  (3 y 4 thread)                                              

Chainstitch cutters for overlock
machines
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(A9001) Standard H type

(A9002) Standard Z type

(A9012) H type with wheels

(A9020) For SW-7129 machine for shoe repairing

(A9020A) For longer arm SW-7329H shoe repairing machine

(A9009) For SW-306. Moving column stand with 4 wheels

(A9005B) H type heigth adjustable stand (from 67.50cm to 83cm)

(A9037) Stand for long arm Barrel shuttle SW-205SH-25” cylinder bed machine

(A9048) Stand for normal arm Barrel shuttle SW-204SH flat bed machine

(A9047) Stand for normal arm Barrel shuttle SW-204SH-102 flat bed machine

(A9045) Stand for long arm zig zag long arm machine SW-366SH-30”

(A9027A) Stand for long arm compound feed sewing machine SW-4610H-20”

(A9027) Stand for long arm compound feed sewing machine SW-4610H-30”

(A9008) Stand for long arm compound feed sewing machine SW-1510H-25”

(A9015) Feed-off-the arm stand

(A8268) Table hole to pass belt

(A8268A) “L” type table of lower position 

(A8020) For Juki 6700-3600 Kingtex 6000-7000

(A8020B) For Juki Sewmaq 3300

(A8020C) For Siruba Sewmaq 730 series overlock

(A8020D) For Pegasus Sewmaq EX Kingtex UH/UHD-9000

(A8020E) For Pegasus Sewmaq 562 Interlock

(A8020F) For SWD-742 overlock machine / Pegasus M800

(A8020G) For SWD-562-01 direct drive interlock machine

(A2014) 220/380V main switch 

(A2015) Pitman rod

“Z” type belt for industrial sewing machine (from 29 to 57 sizes)  

(A9003) Standard        
(A9003A) Small     

H type stand 

with wheels

Z type stand  

H type stand    

Tables and stands   

VARIOUSVARIOUS

FEED-OFF-THE ARM STANDSFEED-OFF-THE ARM STANDS

DRAWERDRAWER
         
    

    

STANDSSTANDS

SUBMERGED TABLESSUBMERGED TABLES
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(A1001) 100 watts motor for household sewing machine    
                                                                  .                      

(A1003) 150 watts motor for household sewing machine.
                                                

(A1003B) CE electronical pedal for household sewing ma-
chine motor                                                                             
                                                                            

1400/2800RPM clutch motors of 220V or 380V complete 
with pitman rod, switch with cable, screws and pulley.

SW-2-400: Carbon electronical motor  with maximum speed 
adjustable. To be installed instead of clutch motors. 40% 
electricity saving. Very low level of noise. 
    
 (A3022T)-220V 1PH
 (A3022T1)-380V 3PH

Ho Hsing AC servomotor with maximum adjustable speed 
and needle positioning function. Power 400w, direction of 
rotation of motor adjustable. Includes external synchronizer. 
Suitable for any kind of industrial sewing machine.

Ho Hsing AC servomotor with maximum speed and needle 
positioning function. Power 600w, direction of rotation of 
motor adjustable. Includes external syncronizer. Suitable 
for compound feed and other kinds of heavy duty sewing 
machines.

AC servo motor with maximum adjustable speed . Up/down 
needle positioning function. External syncronizer supplied 
with the motor. 600 watts for heavy duty 1 and 2 needles 
sewing machines. With pneumatic presser foot exit function.                                             

                                   

Motors  

RMT    RMT    

SW-2-400                             (OA3022T)   

G-40-1-00-220                      (A3022Y)   

G-60-1-00-220                       (A3022Z)

SW-2-400                             (OA3022T)   

G-40-1-00-220                      (A3022Y)   

G-60-1-00-220                       (A3022Z)      

SW-30R-600                        (OA3022U)SW-30R-600                        (OA3022U)      
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Photocell for i-90 and i-70 servo motors.

Stand pedals for i-70 and i-90 servo motors.

Servo motor with signals for thread trimmer, backtacking, wipper, 
presser foot lifter. Includes external synchronizer and panel. 
Universal type 550w for any kind of sewing machine such as 
overlock, interlock with thread trimmer, 1 and 2 needle lockstitch, 
etc.

Servo motor with signals for thread trimmer, backtacking, wipper, 
presser foot lifter. Includes external synchronizer and panel. Uni-
versal type 750w for shuttle Barrel heavy duty sewing machines 
such as 204 and 205.

MA-4 servo motor for Mitsubishi type sewing machines single 
needle with thread trimmer. External synchronizer.

MA-4 Universal servo motor sewing machines single needle with 
thread trimmer. External synchronizer.

i-70 servo motor with signals for thread trimmer, backtacking, 
wipper, presser footlifter and panel. Universal type 750watts servo 
motor can be installed in heavy duty sewing machine Adler type 
767/768 only.

i-70 Mini  servo universal motor 750w power.  

Servo motors  

i90-4-BR-220                       (A7552G)

 

i90-4-BR-220                       (A7552G)      

(A7573)  

(A7575)  

(A7565)  

(A7573)  

(A7575)  

(A7565)  

i90-4-ED-220                       (A7552H)i90-4-ED-220                       (A7552H)      

(A7571)  

(HSS0192)  

(H900016)  

(A7571)  

(HSS0192)  

(H900016)  
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External synchronizer for BR type servo motors. Round    
connector.

Brother B737               
Durkopp 271               
Juki 5550-7/8700-7                            
Kansai Special interlock  
Pegasus/Sewmaq interlock                
Pfaff                            
Singer 1591               
Toyota AD158               
Kingtex interlock                

For standards sewing machines.                                        

For submerged type sewing machines
 (120x54cm size table)                                              

External synchronizer for Mitsubishi type servo motors.    
Rectangular connector.

Other accessories  

(A7551L)  

 

(A7551L)  

Adaptor cables kits for servo mo-

(A7551Y)  

Adaptor cables kits for servo mo-

(A7551Y)  

tors i-70 and i-90 BR typetors i-70 and i-90 BR type

Assembling set for industrial Assembling set for industrial 
sewing machines

(A9034A) Blue color

sewing machines

(A9034A) Blue color

Chairs for sewing machine Chairs for sewing machine 
operators height adjustable 

(A9034G) Light grey color  

operators height adjustable 

(A9034G) Light grey color  
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Single needle lockstitch sewing machines with automatical 
oil lubrication. Small hook, speed 5500 RPM, stitch length 

4mm.

Direct drive single needle lockstitch sewing machine with 
automatical oil lubrication. Small hook, speed 5500 RPM, 
4mm stitch length. Mini servo motor, control box and main 
switch are all inside the sewing machine head.

Single needle lockstitch sewing machines with automatical 
oil lubrication. Small hook, speed 5500 RPM, stitch length 
4mm.

Single needle lockstitch sewing machines with automatical oil 
lubrication. Large hook, speed 4500 RPM, stitch length 7mm 
for sewing heavy duty.

Brother B737               
Durkopp 271               
Juki 5550-7/8700-7                            
Kansai Special interlock  
Pegasus/Sewmaq interlock                
Pfaff                            
Singer 1591               
Toyota AD158               
Kingtex interlock                

For standards sewing machines.                                        

For submerged type sewing machines
 (120x54cm size table)                                              

Single needle lockstitch sewing machines with automatical 
oil lubrication. Small hook, speed 4500 RPM, stitch length 
7mm for sewing heavy duty.
                        

Lockstich machines

SW-5550                                (A7628B)SW-5550                                (A7628B)                                                        

SWD-7100                              (A7622B)SWD-7100                              (A7622B)                                                        

SW-5570                                  (A7628)SW-5570                                  (A7628)                                                        

SW-5570-L                             (A7612A)SW-5570-L                             (A7612A)                                                        

SW-5570-H                              (A7612)   SW-5570-H                              (A7612)                                                     
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Single needle lockstitch sewing machine with automatic thread 
trimmer, backtacking, wiper and AK-85 presser foot lifter.
Includes Ho Hsing servo motor and Koban Japan made hook.

Direct drive single needle lockstitch machine with automatic 
thread trimmer, backtacking, wiper and AK-85 presser foot 
lifter.

Direct drive servo motor single needle lockstitch sewing ma-
chine with thread trimmer, backtacking, wiper and presser foot 
lifter. With automatical oil lubrication, 4mm stitch length, speed 
5500RPM. Programmer.

Direct drive servo motor single needle lockstitch sewing ma-
chine with thread trimmer, backtacking, wiper and presser foot 
lifter. With automatical oil lubrication, 5mm stitch length, speed 
5500RPM. Programmer. For jeans heavy duty with reinforced 
thread trimmer knives system. 

Lockstitch machines

SW-8700-7                               (A7628L)SW-8700-7                               (A7628L)                                                        

SWD-8400-7                            (A7628Q)SWD-8400-7                            (A7628Q)                                                      

SW-9900/SS-7                          (A7616E)SW-9900/SS-7                          (A7616E)                                                      

SW-9900/SH-7                          (A7616F) SW-9900/SH-7                          (A7616F)                                                   



Single needle lockstitch needle feed transport sewing ma-
chine with small hook, speed 5000RPM, 4mm stitch length. 

Single needle lockstitch needle feed transport sewing ma-
chine with large hook, speed 4000RPM, 5mm stitch length 
for heavy duty.

Single needle lockstitch needle feed transport sewing
machine with large hook, speed 3500 rpm, 5mm stitch length.

Needle feed machines   

Needle feed machines with thread trimmer

SW-1120                                (A7611H)SW-1120                                (A7611H)                                                        

SW-1120L                               (A7611I)SW-1120L                               (A7611I)                                                        

SW-1120H                              (A7611J)SW-1120H                              (A7611J)                              

Direct drive servo motor single needle lockstitch needle feed 
transport sewing machine with thread trimmer, backtacking, 
wiper and presser foot lifter. With automatical oil lubrication, 
4mm stitch length, speed 5500RPM. Programmer.

Direct drive servo motor single needle lockstitch needle feed 
transport sewing machine with thread trimmer, backtacking, 
wiper and presser foot lifter. With automatical oil lubrication, 
5mm stitch length, speed 5500RPM. Programmer. For jeans 
heavy duty with reinforced thread trimmer knives system.

SW-9910SS-7                         (A7616G)SW-9910SS-7                         (A7616G)                                                        

SW-9910SH-7                         (A7616H)SW-9910SH-7                         (A7616H)                            



Single needle lockstitch sewing machine normal feed dog 
transport with side cutter. Speed 5500RPM, Stitch length 4mm.

Single needle lockstitch needle feed transport sewing ma-
chine. Equipped with automatic thread trimmer, backtack-
ing, wiper and presser foot lifter. Stitch length 4mm, small 
hook, speed 5.000 s.p.m., servo motor MD-4.

Single needle lockstitch needle feed transport sewing ma-
chine. Equipped with automatic thread trimmer, backtack-
ing, wiper and presser foot lifter. Stitch length 5mm, small 
hook, speed 4.000 s.p.m., servo motor MD-4.

Single needle lockstitch sewing machine normal needle feed 
transport with side cutter. Speed 5500RPM, Stitch length 4mm.

Single needle lockstitch sewing machine normal needle feed 
transport with side cutter. Speed 5500RPM, Stitch length 4mm. 
Equipped with thread trimmer, backtacking, wiper, presser foot 
lifter, servo motor and programmer.

1 needle feed with thread trimmer   

Side cutter lockstitch machines

SW-1120-7                             (A7629)SW-1120-7                             (A7629)                                                        

SW-1120-7L                          (A7614C)SW-1120-7L                          (A7614C)                                                        

SW-5572                                    (A7632)SW-5572                                    (A7632)                                                        

SW-5573                                  (A7632A)SW-5573                                  (A7632A)                                                        

SW-5573-7                               (A7632B)SW-5573-7                               (A7632B)                                                        



Flat bed 2 needles lockstitch needle feed transport sewing 
machine, small hooks, 4mm stitch length, speed 3500RPM. 
Fixed single needle bar. 

Flat bed 2 needles lockstitch needle feed transport sewing 
machine, large hooks, 4mm stitch length, speed 3000RPM. 
Fixed single fixed needle bar.

Flat bed 2 needles lockstitch needle feed transport sewing 
machine, small hooks, 4mm stitch length, speed 3500RPM. 
Fixed single fixed needle bar. Equipped with thread trim-
mer, backtacking, wiper, presser foot lifter, servo motor and 
programmer.

Flat bed 2 needles lockstitch needle feed transport sewing 
machine, large hooks, 4mm stitch length, speed 3000RPM. 
Fixed single fixed needle bar. Equipped with thread trim-
mer, backtacking, wiper, presser foot lifter, servo motor and 
programmer.

Single needle lockstitch large hook sewing machine with thread 
trimer, backtacking, wipper and presser foot lifter. With automat-
ical oil lubrication, 7mm stitch length, 4500RPM, for heavy duty. 
Servo motor and programmer.

Lockstich machine with thread trimmer

2 needles needle feed machines

SW-4842                               (A7610K)SW-4842                               (A7610K)                                                        

SW-4872H                              (A7634I)SW-4872H                              (A7634I)                                                        

SW-4842-7                             (A7643J)SW-4842-7                             (A7643J)                                                        

SW-4872H-7                           (A7643K)SW-4872H-7                           (A7643K)                                                        

SW-5571H-7                              (A7617)SW-5571H-7                              (A7617)                                                        
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Flat bed 2 needles lockstitch needle feed transport sewing 
machine, small hooks, 4mm stitch length, speed 3500RPM. 
Split needle bar for cornestitching sewing. Equipped with 
thread trimmer, backtacking, wiper, presser foot lifter, servo 
motor and programmer.

Single needle lockstitch sewing machine with differential feed 
for ruffling. Equipped with automatic oil lubrication system, 
speed 4000RPM, stitch length 5mm.

Single needle lockstitch sewing machine with differential feed 
for ruffling. Equipped with automatic oil lubrication system, 
speed 4000RPM, sitch length 5mm. Equipped with thread 
trimmer, backtacking, wiper, presser foot lifter, servo motor 
and programmer.

Flat bed 2 needles lockstitch needle feed transport sewing 
machine, small hooks, 4mm stitch length, speed 3500RPM. 
Split needle bar for cornestitching sewing.

Flat bed 2 needles lockstitch needle feed transport sewing 
machine, large hooks, 7mm stitch length, speed 3000RPM.  
Split needle bar for cornestitching sewing.

Flat bed 2 needles lockstitch needle feed transport sewing 
machine, large hooks, 7mm stitch length, speed 3000RPM. 
Split needle bar for cornestitching sewing. Equipped with 
thread trimmer, backtacking, wiper, presser foot lifter, servo 
motor and programmer. 

2 needles needle feed machines   

Lockstitch machines with differential
feed for ruffling

SW-4845-3                             (A7643L)SW-4845-3                             (A7643L)                                                        

SW-4875H-3                          (A7643M)SW-4875H-3                          (A7643M)                                                        

SWD-4845-3-7                       (A7643O)SWD-4845-3-7                       (A7643O)                                                        

SW-4875H-3-7                       (A7643A)SW-4875H-3-7                       (A7643A)                                                        

SW-842                                  (A7615A)SW-842                                  (A7615A)                                                        

SW-842-7                               (A7615B)SW-842-7                               (A7615B)                                                          
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Large hook single needle lockstitch top and bottom feed 
transport (transport by presser foot and feed dog) sewing 
machine, speed 2000 RPM, automatic oil lubrication system.

Large hook single needle lockstitch top and bottom feed 
transport (transport by presser foot and feed dog) sewing 
machine, speed 2000 RPM, automatic oil lubrication system 
and upper top dial for presser feet heigth jumping regulation.

Direct drive large hook top and bottom feed sewing ma-
chine (transport by presser foot and feed dog) with auto-
matic thread trimmer and backtacking functions.

Top and bottom feed machines  

SW-840H                                 (A7620)

 

SW-840H                                 (A7620)                                                        

SWD-840H-7                        (A7611N1)SWD-840H-7                        (A7611N1)                                                        

SW-844H                               (A7620A)SW-844H                               (A7620A)                                                        



17cm  

33,5cm  

17cm  

33,5cm  
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Long arm (33.50cmx17cm) large hook single needle lock-
stitch top and bottom feed transport (transport by presser foot 
and feed dog) sewing machine, speed 2000 RPM, automatic 
oil lubrication system and upper top dial for presser feet 
heigth jumping regulation.

Single needle lockstitch compound feed sewing machine with 
vertical large hook, stitch length 10mm, speed 2000 RPM. 
Equipped with safety clutch to prevent the machine could 
loose the mechanical centering point in case the hook gets 
blocked.
  
  

Long arm (33.50cmx17cm) large hook single needle lock-
stitch top and bottom feed transport (transport by presser foot 
and feed dog) sewing machine, speed 2000 RPM, automatic 
oil lubrication system and upper top dial for presser feet 
heigth jumping regulation. Equipped with thread trimmer, 
backtacking, presser foot lifter, servo motor and programer.

Single needle lockstitch compound feed sewing machine with 
vertical large hook, stitch length 10mm, speed 2000 RPM. 
Equipped with thread trimmer, backtacking, presser foot lifter, 
servo motor and programmer.

Top and bottom feed machines  

Compound feed sewing machines

SW-848H                                  (A7633)SW-848H                                  (A7633)                                                        

SW-848H-7H                             (A7634)SW-848H-7H                             (A7634)                                                        

SW-206H-SC                           (A7627A)SW-206H-SC                           (A7627A)                                                        

SW-206H-7                               (A7615)SW-206H-7                               (A7615)                                                        
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Single needle lockstitch compound feed sewing machine 
with horizontal large hook, stitch length 9mm, speed 2000 
RPM. 

Single needle lockstitch compound feed sewing machine 
with horizontal large hook, stitch length 9mm, speed 2000 
RPM. Equipped with thread trimmer, backtacking, presser 
foot lifter, servo motor and programmer.

Two needle lockstitch compound feed sewing machine 
with horizontal large hooks, stitch length 9mm, speed 
2000 RPM. 

Two needle lockstitch compound feed sewing machine with 
horizontal large hooks, stitch length 9mm, speed 2000 RPM. 
Equipped with thread trimmer, backtacking, presser foot 
lifter, servo motor and programmer.

Single needle compound feed machines

 Two needle compound feed sewing
machines

SW-4410H                            (A7631A)SW-4410H                            (A7631A)                                                        

SW-4410H-7                         (A7649B)SW-4410H-7                         (A7649B)                                                        

SW-4420H                              (A7631)SW-4420H                              (A7631)                                                        

SW-4420H-7                         (A7649C)SW-4420H-7                         (A7649C)                                                        
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Two needle lockstitch compound feed sewing machine with 
horizontal large hooks, stitch length 9mm, speed 2000 RPM. 
Split needle bar for cornestitching sewing.

Two needle lockstitch compound feed sewing machine 
with horizontal large hooks, stitch length 9mm, speed 2000 
RPM. Equipped with thread trimmer, backtacking, presser 
foot lifter, servo motor and programmer. Split needle bar for              
cornestitching sewing.
 
 

Single needle Pfaff type compound feed sewing machine 
with horizontal hook. 

Two needle compound feed
machines with split needle bar  

Single needle compound feed machines  

SW-4420H-3                          (A7631G)SW-4420H-3                          (A7631G)                                                        

SW-4420H-3-7                       (A7649A)SW-4420H-3-7                       (A7649A)                                                        

SW-1245H                             (A7459W)SW-1245H                             (A7459W)                                                        
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Two needles large horizontal hooks compound feed lock-
stitch sewing machine. Equipped with upper big dial to 
control the presser feet jumping heigth. Stitch length 9mm.

Single needle large horizontal hook compound feed lock-
stitch sewing machine. Equipped with upper big dial to 
control the presser feet jumping heigth. Stitch length 9mm. 
Adler 467/767 type presser feet system.

Two needles large horizontal hooks compound feed lock-
stitch sewing machine. Stitch length 9mm. Equipped with 
electric thread trimmer and tension opener. Equipped with 
pneumatic backtacking, upper big dial to control the presser 
feet jumping heigth and presser foot lifter. Includes small 
front panel, i90 servo motor of 750watts and programmer.

Single needle large horizontal hook compound feed lockstitch 
sewing machine. Equipped with upper big dial to control the 
presser feet jumping heigth. Stitch length 9mm.

SW-4511H series  

Single needle large horizontal hook compound feed lock-
stitch sewing machine. Stitch length 9mm. Equipped with 
electric thread trimmer and tension opener. Equipped with 
pneumatic backtacking, upper big dial to control the presser 
feet jumping heigth and presser foot lifter. Includes small 
front panel, i90 servo motor of 750watts and programmer.

1 and 2 needles compound feed machines

SW-4510H-7                          (A7459E)SW-4510H-7                          (A7459E)                                                        

SW-4520H-7                           (A7459L)SW-4520H-7                           (A7459L)                                                        

SW-4511H                             (A7459M)SW-4511H                             (A7459M)                                                        

SW-4520H                             (A7459T)SW-4520H                             (A7459T)                                                        

SW-4510H                             (A7459B)SW-4510H                             (A7459B)                                                        
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Two needles large horizontal hooks compound feed lock-
stitch sewing machine. Equipped with upper big dial to con-
trol the presser feet jumping heigth. Stitch length 9mm. With 
split needle bar system for sewing cornestitching seams. 

Two needles large horizontal hooks compound feed lock 
lockstitch sewing machine. Stitch length 9mm. Equipped 
with electric thread trimmer and tension opener. Equipped 
with pneumatic backtacking, upper big dial to control the 
presser feet jumping heigth and presser foot lifter. Includes 
small front panel, i90 servo motor of 750watts and program-
mer. With split needle bar system for sewing cornestitching 
seams.

Long arm 25” (63.50cm) single needle large horizontal hook 
compound feed lockstitch sewing machine. Equipped with 
upper big dial to control the presser feet jumping heigth. 
Stitch length 9mm. Equipped with pneumatical presser foot 
lifter only (not mechanical). 

Long arm 25” (63.50cm) two needles large horizontal hook 
compound feed lockstitch sewing machine. Equipped with 
upper big dial to control the presser feet jumping heigth. 
Stitch length 9mm. Equipped with pneumatical presser foot 
lifter only (not mechanical).

Long arm 25” (63.50cm) single needle large horizontal hook 
compound feed lockstitch sewing machine. Stitch length 
9mm. Equipped with electric thread trimmer and tension
opener. Equipped with pneumatic backtacking, upper big 
dial to control the presser feet jumping heigth and presser 
foot lifter. Includes small front panel, i90 servo motor of 
750watts and programmer.

Long arm 25” (63.50cm) two needles large horizontal hooks 
compound feed lockstitch sewing machine. Stitch length 
9mm. Equipped with electric thread trimmer and tension
opener. Equipped with pneumatic backtacking, upper big dial 
to control the presser feet jumping heigth and presser foot 
lifter. Includes small front panel, i90 servo motor of 750watts 
and programmer.

2 needles compound feed machines 
with split needle bar

1 and 2 needles long compound feed
machines

SW-4520H-3                         (A74459D)SW-4520H-3                         (A74459D)                                                        

SW-4520H-3-7                       (A7459G)SW-4520H-3-7                       (A7459G)                                                        

SW-4510H-25”                       (A7459H)SW-4510H-25”                       (A7459H)                                                        

SW-4520H-25”                       (A7459A)SW-4520H-25”                       (A7459A)                                                        

SW-4510H-25”-7                    (A7459J)SW-4510H-25”-7                    (A7459J)                                                        

SW-4520H-25”-7                    (A7459I)SW-4520H-25”-7                    (A7459I)                                                        
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Single needle large hook longer arm (30cm.) compound 
feed sewing machine. Equipped with electric thead trimmer. 
Equipped with pneumatic backtaking, presser foot lifter, 
upper big dial to control the presser feet jumping heigth and 
two stitch length dials selector. Includes small front panel 
with 4 functions+end of bobbin counter, i70 servo motor of 
750watts and programmer.

Two needles large hooks longer arm (30cm.) compound 
feed sewing machine. Equipped with electric thead trimmer. 
Equipped with pneumatic backtaking, presser foot lifter, 
upper big dial to control the presser feet jumping heigth and 
two stitch length dials selector. Includes small front panel 
with 4 functions+end of bobbin counter, i70 servo motor of 
750watts and programmer.

Single needle large hook longer arm (30cm.) compound 
feed sewing machine. Equipped with mechanical upper big 
dial to control the presser feet jumping heigth. One only 
stitch length.

Two needles large hooks longer arm (30cm.) compound 
feed sewing machine. Equipped with mechanical upper big 
dial to control the presser feet jumping heigth. One only 
stitch length.  

High speed compound feed sewing
machines

SW-898H                               (A7606C)SW-898H                               (A7606C)                                                        

SW-898H-2                          (A7606A/D)SW-898H-2                          (A7606A/D)                                                        

SW-898H-7                              (A7606)SW-898H-7                              (A7606)                                                        

SW-898H-2-7                  (A7606B/B1/B2)SW-898H-2-7                  (A7606B/B1/B2)                                                        
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Single needle large hook longer arm (30cm.) compound 
feed sewing machine. Equipped with mechanical upper big 
dial to control the presser feet jumping heigth. One only 
stitch length. Equipped with binder attachment synchronized 
with the presser feet and feed dog movement and both me-
chanical and pnenumatic presser foot lifters.

Single needle large hook longer arm (30cm.) compound 
feed sewing machine. Equipped with mechanical upper big 
dial to control the presser feet jumping heigth. One only 
stitch length. Equipped with binder attachment synchronized 
with the presser feet and feed dog movement and side    
cutter both mechanical and both mechanical and pneumatic 
presser foot lifters. Specially designed for binding heavy 
quilts.

Special compound feed sewing machines

SW-4767H-LG                       (A7634O)SW-4767H-LG                       (A7634O)                                                        

SW-4767H-AE                        (A7634G)SW-4767H-AE                        (A7634G)                                                        
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Two needles post bed compound feed sewing machine 
specially designed for sewing leather upholstery goods. 
Equipped with pneumatic backtaking, presser footlifter, 
tension opener to be used when sewing extremely thick ma-
terials and upper big dial to control the presser feet jumping 
heigth. Central seam pneumatic guide with up/down position 
controlled by knee switch.
  

Two needles compound feed sewing machine with speed 
3500RPM with table for sewing awnings. Head with thread 
trimmer, backtacking, presser foot lifter, presser feet jump-
ing, stitch length selector and double transport puller. 
Includes 6m+6m of tables (supplied in sections of 2 meters)  
with rollers to help to transport heavy awnings. Includes 4 
binders with quick change base to make 4 different kind of 
seams: binding, inserting spaghetti plastic tube, binding with 
spaguetti plastic tube and union of fabrics. Needle gauge 
16mm.  

The table can be enlarged in sections of 2 meters.

Post bed compound feed machine

Awnings machine

SW-8768H                             (A7634C)SW-8768H                             (A7634C)                                                        

SW-4767H-2-7             SW-4767H-2-7             
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Long arm 30” (76.20cm) two needles large hooks com-
pound feed sewing machine. Equipped with mechanical up-
per big dial to control the presser feet jumping heigth. One 
only stitch length. Includes both mechanical and pneumatic 
presser foot lifters.

Long arm 30”(76.20cm) two needles large hook compound 
feed sewing machine. Equipped with electric thead trim-
mer. Equipped with pneumatic backtaking, presser foot lifter, 
upper big dial to control the presser feet jumping heigth and 
two stitch length dials selector. Includes small front panel 
with 4 functions+end of bobbin counter, i70 servo motor of 
750watts.  

Long arm 30” (76.20cm) single needle large hook com-
pound feed sewing machine. Equipped with mechanical up-
per big dial to control the presser feet jumping heigth. One 
only stitch length. Includes both mechanical and pneumatic 
presser foot lifters. -

Long arm 30” (76.20cm) single needle large hook com
pound feed sewing machine. Equipped with electric thead 
trimmer. Equipped with pneumatic backtaking, presser 
foot lifter, upper big dial to control the presser feet jumping 
heigth and two stitch length dials selector. Includes small 
front panel with 4 functions+end of bobbin counter, i70 servo 
motor of 750watts and programmer. 

Long arm compound feed machines

SW-4767H-30”                       (A7634V)SW-4767H-30”                       (A7634V)                                                        

SW-4767H-30”-7                   (A7634W)SW-4767H-30”-7                   (A7634W)                                                        

SW-4767H-2-30”                   (A7634X)SW-4767H-2-30”                   (A7634X)                                                        

SW-4767H-2-30”-7                (A7634Y)SW-4767H-2-30”-7                (A7634Y)                                                        
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Long arm 20” (50.80cm) single needle sewing machine 
equipped with extra large capacity hook. Equipped with 
pneumatic backtacking and presser footlifter. Servo motor 
i70 of 750watts.

Long arm 20” (50.80cm) two needles sewing machine 
equipped with extra large capacity hook. Equipped with 
pneumatic backtacking and presser footlifter. Servo motor 
i70 of 750watts.

Long arm 30” (76.20cm) single needle sewing machine 
equipped with extra large capacity hook. Equipped with 
pneumatic backtacking and presser footlifter. Servo motor 
i70 of 750watts.

                                                                 

Long arm 30” (76.20cm) two needles sewing machine 
equipped with extra large capacity hook. Equipped with 
pneumatic backtacking and presser footlifter. Servo motor 
i70 of 750watts.

* Option: Puller for 4600H series                 

20” long arm compound feed machines

30” long arm compound feed machines

SW-4610H-20”/BT/FL            (A7643E)SW-4610H-20”/BT/FL            (A7643E)                                                        

SW-4620H-20”/BT/FL             (A7643D)SW-4620H-20”/BT/FL             (A7643D)                                                        

SW-4620H-30”/BT/FL             (A7643G)SW-4620H-30”/BT/FL             (A7643G)                                                        

SW-4610H-30”/BT/FL             (A7643F)SW-4610H-30”/BT/FL             (A7643F)                                                        
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Top and bottom feed transport extra big capacity Barrel 
shuttle sewing machine for extra heavy materials. Can sew 
materials up to 32mm heigth. Equipped with pneumatic 
presser foot lifter.

Single needle flat bed machine with Barrel (KSP-204N) large 
shuttle for heavy materials. Can sew materials up to 20mm 
heigth. Equipped with pneumatic backtacking and presser 
footlifter.

Single needle cylinder bed machine with Barrel (KSP-204N) 
large shuttle for heavy materials. Can sew materials up to 
20mm heigth. Equipped with pneumatic backtacking and 
presser footlifter.

Same as before with 420mm arm length.

Same as before with 420mm arm length.

Long arm 25” (63.50cm) single needle cylinder bed machine 
with Barrel (KSP-204N) large shuttle for heavy materials. 
Can sew materials up to 20mm heigth. Equipped with pneu-
matic backtacking and presser footlifter.

20” long arm compound feed machines

Compound feed Barrel shuttle machines

SW-SLH-2B-1FH                     (A7645C)   SW-SLH-2B-1FH                     (A7645C)                                                     

SW-204SH-370/BT/FL            (A7645E)SW-204SH-370/BT/FL            (A7645E)                                                      

SW-204SH-420/BT/FL            (A7645A)SW-204SH-420/BT/FL            (A7645A)                                                      

SW-205SH-370/BT/FL            (A7645F)SW-205SH-370/BT/FL            (A7645F)                                                      

SW-205SH-420/BT/FL            (A7645H)SW-205SH-420/BT/FL            (A7645H)                                                      

SW-205SH-370-25”/BT/FL      (A7645F)  SW-205SH-370-25”/BT/FL      (A7645F)                                                    
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Single needle compound feed sewing machine for binding 
equipped with vertical large hook. Small cylinder bed size. 
Stitch length 6mm.

Single needle compound feed sewing machine equipped with 
large horizontal hook. Equipped electrical thread trimmer and 
tension opener.  Equipped with pneumatic backtacking, upper 
big dial to control the presser feet jumping heigth and presser 
foot lifter. Adler 69 type presser feet.

Single needle compound feed sewing machine equipped 
with horizontal large hook, pneumatic presser foot lifter, 
mechanical upper big dial for presser feet jumping heigth. 
Small cylinder bed size. Stitch length 6mm. 

Single needle post bed compound feed sewing machine. 
Large hook placed at the left side of the needle.

Single needle compound feed sewing machine equipped 
with horizontal large hook. Stitch length 6mm.

Two needles post bed compound feed sewing machine. 
Large hooks. 

Cylinder bed compound feed machines

Post bed compound feed machines

SW-1335H                               (A7634)SW-1335H                               (A7634)                                                        

SW-1336H                             (A7634A)SW-1336H                             (A7634A)                                                        

SW-1442H                             (A7644C)SW-1442H                             (A7644C)                                                        

SW-1442H-7                          (A7644B)SW-1442H-7                          (A7644B)                                                        

SW-8410H                             (A7646H)SW-8410H                             (A7646H)                                                        

SW-8420H                             (A7646C)SW-8420H                             (A7646C)                                                        
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Two needles post bed compound feed sewing machine with 
split needle bar for corner stitching. Large hooks. Standard 
gauge 5/16” (7.93mm) and 3/8” (9.52mm).

Post bed single needle small hook sewing machine with 
transport by plain feed dog. Roller presser feet.
 

Post bed two needles small hooks sewing machine with 
transport by plain feed dog. Roller presser feet.

Post bed two needles small hooks sewing machine with 
transport by needle and plain feed dog. Roller presser foot.

Post bed single needle small hook sewing machine with 
transport by needle and plain feed dog. Roller presser foot.

High post bed (45cm) single needle post bed compound feed 
sewing machine. Large hook placed at the left side of the 
needle.

Post bed compound feed machines

Post bed machines for shoes

SW-8420H-3                          (A7646D)SW-8420H-3                          (A7646D)                                                      

SW-4410-ALT-45L                   (A7640)SW-4410-ALT-45L                   (A7640)                                                      

SW-810                                   (A7618)SW-810                                   (A7618)                                                      

SW-820                                   (A7619)SW-820                                   (A7619)                                                      

SW-8110                  (A7646A)+(FCO 9999)SW-8110                  (A7646A)+(FCO 9999)                                                      

SW-8120                                (A7646A)SW-8120                                (A7646A)                                                      
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Post bed single needle small hook sewing machine. 
Transport by needle, roller presser foot and roller feed 
dog.

Post bed two needles sewing machine. Transport by 
needles roller presser foot and roller feed dog. 

Single needle post bed small hook sewing machine 
equipped with electric thread trimmer, backtacking and 
presser foot lifter. Needle feed, roller presser foot, roller 
feed dog transport. Ho Hsing MD-4 servo motor of 750w 
assembled under the sewing machine head.

Single needle post bed small hook sewing machine 
equipped with pneumatic thread trimmer, backtacking and 
presser foot lifter. Needle feed, roller presser foot, roller 
feed dog transport. Ho Hsing MD-4 servo motor of 750w 
assembled under the sewing machine head.

Double needle post bed small hook sewing machine 
equipped with pneumatic thread trimmer, backtacking and 
presser foot lifter. Needle feed, roller presser foot, roller 
feed dog transport. Ho Hsing MD-4 servo motor of 750w 
assembled under the sewing machine head.

Post bed machines for shoes

Post bed machines for shoes with
thread trimmer

SW-8810                               (A7618A)SW-8810                               (A7618A)                                                      

SW-8820                               (A7619A)SW-8820                               (A7619A)                                                      

SW-9630-7                             (A7618H)SW-9630-7                             (A7618H)                                                        

SW-9630P-7                            (A7618I)SW-9630P-7                            (A7618I)                                                        

SW-9620P-7                           (A7618P)SW-9620P-7                           (A7618P)                                                        
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Post bed single needle small hook sewing machine. Trans-
port by needle, roller presser foot and roller feed dog. 
Equipped with electric thread trimer, backtacking and press-
er foot lifter. Mini servo motor MD-4 of 750watts assembled 
under the sewing machine’s head.

Post bed two needles small hooks sewing machine. Trans-
port by needles, roller presser foot and roller feed dog. 
Equipped with electric thread trimer, backtacking and presser 
foot lifter. Mini servo motor MD-4 of 750watts assembled 
under the sewing machine’s head.

Post bed single needle large hook sewing machine. Trans-
port by needle, roller presser foot and roller feed dog. 
Equipped with electric thread trimer, backtacking and press-
er foot lifter. Mini servo motor MD-4 of 750watts assembled 
under the sewing machine’s head.

Post bed two needles large hooks sewing machine. Trans-
port by needles, roller presser foot and roller feed dog. 
Equipped with electric thread trimer, backtacking and presser 
foot lifter. Mini servo motor MD-4 of 750watts assembled 
under the sewing machine’s head. 

Post bed machines for shoes with
thread trimmer   

SW-9710-7                             (A7609A)SW-9710-7                             (A7609A)                                                      

SW-9710H-7                            (A7609)SW-9710H-7                            (A7609)                                                      

SW-9720-7                             (A7609B)SW-9720-7                             (A7609B)                                                      

SW-9720H-7                          (A7609C)SW-9720H-7                          (A7609C)                                                      
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Barrel shuttle electronic sewing machine to make ornamental 
stitches on leather or other heavy materials (used in shoes 
and upholstery production). The machines makes 100 differ-
ent designs with 1 needle and 100 different designs with 2 
needles. Mini servo motor Efka.

Two needles Barrel shuttle sewing machine with double 
roller presser feet to make moccasin stitch in shoes.

Leather bands cutting machine. The machine can cut till 20 
bands. Maximum space available 340mm.

Special machines for shoes  

SW-2004-1                               (A7487)SW-2004-1                               (A7487)                                                      

SW-2004SH-102                    (A7645D)SW-2004SH-102                    (A7645D)                                                      

SW-20CT-340-10                     (A7673)SW-20CT-340-10                     (A7673)                                                      
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Short arm cylinder bed small bobbin shoe sewing machine. 
Can sew 360º. For repairing shoes and bags.

Leather skiving machine.

Long arm (44cm) cylinder bed small bobbin shoe sewing 
machine. Can sew 360º. For repairing shoes and bags.

  

Single needle for sewing leather materials that have also 
hair on it. Double plain feeding system, horizontal needle. 

Machines for shoe repairing

Special machines for leather

Leather skiving machine

SW-801                                  (A763OJ)SW-801                                  (A763OJ)                                                      

SW-7129                                 (A7411A)SW-7129                                 (A7411A)                                                      

SW-7329H                             (A7442A)SW-7329H                             (A7442A)                                                      

MS-961                                    (A7484)MS-961                                    (A7484)                                                      
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High speed (5.500 spm) zig zag sewing machine. maximum 
zig zag width: 6 mm. The machine makes simple 1 stitch 
2 points zig zag and also 3 stitches 4 points by moving a 
lever.

Semi industrial use single needle zig zag sewing machine, 
maximum zig zag width: 8mm, 3 positions (right, center and 
left) to make buttonholes.

Semi industrial use single needle zig zag sewing machine, 
maximum zig zag width: 8mm, 3 positions (right, center and 
left) to make buttonholes.

Direct drive high speed electronical zig zag machine with 
automatic thread trimmer, backtacking, thread wiper and 
presser foot lifter. Needle and feed dog moved by stepping 
motors. The machine can sew front and back and can make 
any sewing design. Includes 75 programs in the memory of 
the machine. Touch screen panel.

Zig zag sewing machines

SW-20U53                             (A7472B)SW-20U53                             (A7472B)                                                      

SW-20U63                               (A7472)SW-20U63                               (A7472)                                                      

SW-2284-1                           (A7472V/W)

SWD-2990E-7                        (A7472U)

SW-2284-1                           (A7472V/W)

SWD-2990E-7                        (A7472U)
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Single needle large hook zig zag sewing machine with 
electrical thread trimmer, backtacking and presser foot lifter. 
i90 550watts servo motor. Zig zag width: 10mm, 3500 RPM.  

Single needle large hook zig zag sewing machine with 
interchangeable cams. Maximum speed 3500 RPM. 
Equipped with thread trimmer, backtacking and presser 
footlifter.  

Single needle large hook zig zag sewing machine. Zig zag 
width: 10mm, speed 3500 RPM.

Single needle large hook zig zag sewing machine with 
interchangeable cams.

Zig zag sewing machines

SW-566H-7                            (A7472N)SW-566H-7                            (A7472N)                                                      

SW-566H-7-CAM                   (A74720)  SW-566H-7-CAM                   (A74720)                                                    

SW-566H                               (A7472K)SW-566H                               (A7472K)                                                      

SW-566H-CAM                       (A7472H)SW-566H-CAM                       (A7472H)                                                      
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Single needle large hook top and bottom feed (transport by 
feed dog and presser foot) zig zag sewing machine.

Single needle long arm 30” (76.20cm) zig zag sewing 
machine with simple zig zag stitch: 1 stitch 2 points. Zig zag 
width: 10mm.

Single needle long arm 30” (76.20cm) zig zag sewing 
machine with interchangeable cams. Equipped with thread 
trimmer, backtacking, presser foot lifter and rear pneumatic 
puller device.

Single needle post bed zig zag sewing machine. Small 
hook. Zig zag width: 10mm.

Single needle long arm 30” (76.20cm) zig zag sewing ma-
chine with interchangeable cams. Includes also rear pneu-
matic puller device, backtacking and presser foot lifter. 

Top and bottom feed zig zag machine

Long arm zig zag sewing machines

Post bed zig zag sewing machine

SW-4566H                              (A7472L)SW-4566H                              (A7472L)                                                      

SW-566H-30”                       (A7472J)  SW-566H-30”                       (A7472J)                                                    

SW-566H-30”-CAM              (A7472L)  SW-566H-30”-CAM              (A7472L)                                                    

SW-566H-30”-7-CAM           (A7472P)  SW-566H-30”-7-CAM           (A7472P)                                                    

SW-8566H                             (A74720)SW-8566H                             (A74720)                                                      
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Cylinder bed single needle zig zag sewing machine. Zig zag 
width 10mm. 

Single needle 2 threads double chainstitch sewing machine. 
Speed 4000 RPM.

Long arm 30” (76.20cm) single needle flat bed zig zag 
sewing machine equipped with pneumatic backtacking 
and presser foot lifter. For sewing extremely thick fabrics 
like sails. Equipped with large Barrel shuttle. Supplied with 
pneumatic upper and lower puller attachment and needle air 
colling device. 

Top and bottom transport Barrel shuttle zig zag machine for 
extra heavy metals materials. Includes 3 zig zag interchan-
geable cams.

Two needle 4 threads double chainstitch sewing machine.
Speed 4000 RPM. Gauges available:

(A7621) 1/4”
(A7621B) Tandem
(A7621C) 3/16”
(A7621D) 3/8”  

Barrel shuttle zig zag machine

Cylinder bed zig zag sewing machine

Double chainstitch machines

SW-1566H                               (A7473)SW-1566H                               (A7473)                                                      

SW-366SH-30”/BT/FL            (A7472G)SW-366SH-30”/BT/FL            (A7472G)                                                      

SW-380-1                               (A7621A)SW-380-1                               (A7621A)                                                      

SW-380                                   (A7621)SW-380                                   (A7621)                                                      

SW-204SH-104                      (A7645J)SW-204SH-104                      (A7645J)                                                      
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Chainstitch button sewing machine (button diameter 10-
27mm), 2 and 4 holes and straight or cross stitches. Con-
densation end stitches to avoid the button gets lost after 
certain use.

3 needles feed-off-the arm double chainstitch sewing ma-
chine with continuous belt puller device. Includes pneumatic 
lifter of puller and presser foot at the same time. Equipped 
with i90 servo motor and chainstitch suction cutter device.                

Chainstitch button sewing machine (button diameter 10-
27mm), 2 and 4 holes and straight or cross stitches.

2 needles feed-off-the arm double chainstitch sewing 
machine. Speed 2800RPM. Gauge 3/16”. For sewing shirts, 
puller device (PF) not included.

3 needles feed-off-the arm double chainstitch sewing 
machine. Speed 2800RPM. Gauge 1/4”.For jeans, puller 
device not included.

3 needles feed-off-the arm double chainstitch sewing 
machine with metal puller assembled in the head. 2800 
RPM. Gauge 1/4”.For jeans.

Chainstitch button sewing machine (button diameter 10-
27mm), 8, 16 or 32 stitches and 2 or 4 holes.

Feed-off-the arm machines

Button sewing machines

SW-345-1                               (A7471A)  SW-345-1                               (A7471A)                                                    

SW-345-1H                             (A7470A)  SW-345-1H                             (A7470A)                                                    

SW-345-2H                            (A7460M)  SW-345-2H                            (A7460M)                                                    

SW-345-1H/PBF                     (A7472G)  SW-345-1H/PBF                     (A7472G)                                                    

SW-BTF                                   (A7405)  SW-BTF                                   (A7405)                                                    

SW-2373                                  (A7416)  SW-2373                                  (A7416)                                                    

SW-2377                                  (A7671)  SW-2377                                  (A7671)                                                    
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Direct drive electronic lockstitch button sewing machine. 
Equipped with touch screen panel with easy use. New 
designs can be created directly from the machines’s panel. 
Included in the accessories box all need parts to transform 
the machine into bartacking (1900) and also into 30x40 mm. 
pattern sewer. Special designs can be created from an ex-
ternal computer by using Juki type software and sent to the 
machine through a USB port.

Electronic lockstitch button sewing machine. 2500RPM. 
Equipped with 33 different programmed patterns for 2, 3 and 
4 holes. Direct drive servo motor.

Electronic lockstitch bartacking machine equipped with 
direct drive servo motor, panel and 45 different sewing pro-
grams. Maximum sewing area:40x30mm. Speed 2500 RPM.

Direct drive electronic lockstitch bartacking sewing ma-
chine. Equiped with touch screen panel with easy use. New 
designs can be created directly from the machines’s panel. 
Included in the accessories box all need parts to transform 
the machine into button sewer (1903) and also into 30x40 
mm. pattern sewer. Special designs can be created from an 
external computer by using Juki type software and sent to 
the machine through a USB port.

Bartacking sewing machines

Button sewing machines

SW-1903-SC                          (A7660P)SW-1903-SC                          (A7660P)                                                      

SW-1903+00+(30x40)-SF      (A7660S)SW-1903+00+(30x40)-SF      (A7660S)                                                      

SW-1900-SC                           (A7660O)

SW-1900+03+(30x40)-SF      (A7660S)

SW-1900-SC                           (A7660O)

SW-1900+03+(30x40)-SF      (A7660S)                                                      
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Electronic eyelet buttonhole sewing machine with x and y 
axis driven by stepping motors. Equipped with fabric cutting 
before of after sewing, upper and lower threads trimmer. 
Can make the buttonhole with or without eye and opened or 
closed with bartacking. For jeans pants.  

Electronic eyelet buttonhole sewing machine with x and y 
axis driven by stepping motors. Equipped with fabric cutting 
before of after sewing, upper and lower threads trimmer. 
Can make the buttonhole with or without eye and opened 
or closed with bartacking. For jackets and pants. Length of 
thread after trimmer: 20mm.

Mechanical lockstitch buttonhole sewing machines for shirts.

Direct drive lockstitch buttonhole sewing machine. The clutch 
mechanical parts are eliminated and substitute direct drive 

servo motor. Speed adjustable by panel.

Lockstitch buttonhole machines

Chainstitch buttonhole machines

SW-982-01                             (A7628D)  SW-982-01                             (A7628D)                                                    

SW-982-02                             (A7628E)  SW-982-02                             (A7628E)                                                    

SW-781-U                                (A7053)SW-781-U                                (A7053)                                                      

SWD-781-U                            (A7053A)SWD-781-U                            (A7053A)                                                      

Electronic lockstitch buttonhole sewing machine. Direct drive 
servo motor. Equipped with x and y stepping motors as well 
as stepping motor driven knive fabric cutter. Supplied with 
120mm length buttonhole gauge and 36mm gauge in acces-
sory box and 30 different buttonhole programs. Multicutting 

buttonhole device included. 

SW-2792S                           (A7628G)  SW-2792S                           (A7628G)                                                    
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Automatic pattern sewing machine with sewing area 
22x10 cm. Clamp in 1 or 2 parts. Direct drive servo mo-
tor. Touch screen panel. New designs can be created 
directly by using the panel or by using Juki software in 
an external computer. Includes pneumatic label turner 
attachment.

Automatic pattern sewing machine with sewing area 
25x16 cm. Clamp in 1 or 2 parts. Direct drive servo mo-
tor. Touch screen panel. New designs can be created 
directly by using the panel or by using Juki software in 
an external computer. Includes pneumatic label turner 
attachment.  

Direct drive electronic eyelet buttonhole sewing machine 
with x and y axis driven by stepping motors. Equipped 
with fabric cutting before of after sewing, upper and lower 
threads trimmer. Can make the buttonhole with or without 
eye and opened or closed with bartacking. For jackets 
and pants. Length of thread after trimmer: 20mm. High 
speed.

Automatic patterns sewing machine of 600x300mm 
sewing area. Clamp in 1 or 2 pcs., the clam can go 
down in 1 or 2 times, direct drive servo motor, touch 
screen panel, USB exit.  Simple seams can be pro-
grammed with the machine´s panel.

Pattern sewing machines

Eyelet buttonhole machine

SW-2210-NAF                  (AUT007L)  SW-2210-NAF                  (AUT007L)                                                    

SW-2516-NAF                  (AUT007K)  SW-2516-NAF                  (AUT007K)                                                    

SW-6030NAS                  (AUTOO7C)  SW-6030NAS                  (AUTOO7C)                                                    

SW-9820-01                         (A7625D)  SW-9820-01                         (A7625D)                                                    
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Automatic pattern sewing machine of 130x60mm 
sewing area. Equipped with Barrel shuttle for sew-
ing extra-heavy materials with thick threads. Without 
thread trimmer.
 

Automatic pattern sewing machine of 120x20mm   
sewing area. Designed for making zig zag seams 
in sail cords. Equipped with Barrel shuttle for sew-
ing extra-heavy materials with thick threads. Without 
thread  trimmer. 

Automatic pattern sewing machine of 500x200 
mm sewing area. Equipped with Barrel shuttle for          
sewing extra-heavy materials with thick threads. 
Without thread trimmer
 

Pattern sewing machines

SW-204SH-1306                (A0007D)  SW-204SH-1306                (A0007D)                                                    

SW-204SH-CORD              (A0007E)  SW-204SH-CORD              (A0007E)                                                    

SW-204SH-5020             (A0007E)  SW-204SH-5020             (A0007E)                                                    
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Industrial blindstitch machine with top differential feed trans-
port. 

Industrial blindstitch machine for thin fabrics.

Industrial blindstitch machine for medium fabrics.

Industrial blindstitch machine for heavy fabrics.

Industrial sewing machine with thread trimmer and auto-
matic presser foot lifter. MA-4 servo motor.
 

Industrial blindstitch machine with top differential feed 
transport equipped with thread trimmer, tension opener and 
automatic presser foot lifter. MA-4 servo motor.

Blindstitch machines

SW-101-L                               (A7460C)SW-101-L                               (A7460C)                                                      

SW-101-M                              (A7460A)SW-101-M                              (A7460A)                                                      

SW-101-H                               (A7460J)SW-101-H                               (A7460J)                                                      

SW-101-7                                (AE097)SW-101-7                                (AE097)                                                      

SW-364                                  (A7460K)SW-364                                  (A7460K)                                                      
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Blindstitch for stitching trouser’s waist band.

Top feed blindstitch sewing machine for making classic 
pant belt loops. Equipped with front knives to cut the fabric 
before sewing and binder of 10mm finished belt loop.

 (B2003)  Boiler and steam installation

Double face tucking blindstitch sewing machine. Felling the 
both inner faces of materials with 2 independent plungers, 
the seams are invisible on both surfaces of materials.

Double face tucking blindstitch sewing machine. Felling the 
both inner faces of materials with 2 independent plungers, 
the seams are invisible on both surfaces of materials.

Top feed blindstitch sewing machine for making classic pant 
belt loops equipped with ironing belt loop attachment.

Blindstitch machines

SW-805R                             (A7460F)  SW-805R                             (A7460F)                                                    

SW-1012                                 (A7443)SW-1012                                 (A7443)                                                      

SW-370                                  (A7460N)SW-370                                  (A7460N)                                                      

SW-1190-M                            (A7460D)SW-1190-M                            (A7460D)                                                      

SW-1190L                              (A7460E)SW-1190L                              (A7460E)                                                      
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Blindstitch stitch sewing machines for making reinforcement 
stitch on glued neoprene diving suits. Equipped with puller 
device.

Blindstitch sewing machine for backs of jackets.

Semi industrial blindstitch sewing machines for medium 
fabrics. Mini motor attached.

Semi industrial blindstitch sewing machines for thin fabrics. 
Mini motor attached.

Blindstitch machines

SW-141-PS                             (A7460i)SW-141-PS                             (A7460i)                                                      

SW-808                               (A7460H)  SW-808                               (A7460H)                                                    

SW-500                                  (A7434A)SW-500                                  (A7434A)                                                      

SW-512                                  (A7434B)SW-512                                  (A7434B)                                                      
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Single needle 1 thread portable bag closer sewing machine.

Industrial bag closer machine to be installed in a column.

Single needle 1 thread portable bag closer sewing machine 
for binding (entering size of tape: 70mm).

Single needle 2 threads portable bag closer sewing 
machine.

Industrial bag closer machine to be installed in a column for 
binding (entering size of tape: 70mm).

Bag closer machines

SW-300A                                 (A7461)SW-300A                                 (A7461)                                                      

SW-600AC                             (A7461C)SW-600AC                             (A7461C)                                                      

SW-602A                               (A7461E)SW-602A                               (A7461E)                                                      

SW-900A                               (A7461B)SW-900A                               (A7461B)                                                      

SW-900AC                             (A7641D)SW-900AC                             (A7641D)                                                      
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SERVO
MOTOR

High speed direct drive overlock machine. Servo motor 
included inside the head of machine, needle positioning 
function and adjustable speed (max. 6500 spm).

Subclasses available:

                                      

1 needle 3 threads.                                                                                                        

            

1 needle 3 threads for fine edging, metal feed dog.

                                          
  
2 needles 4 threads.                                                                                    

                                            

2 needles 5 threads.

                                  

2 needles 5 threads.

Two needles 5 threads overlock machine (5x5).
Speed 4000 RPM.                                                                               

Single needle 3 threads overlock machine. Speed 4500 
RPM

Single needle 3 threads overlock machine for fine edging, 
metal feed dogs. Speed 4500 RPM.

Two needles 4 threads overlock machine. Speed 4250 RPM.    

Two needles 5 threads overlock machine (3x4).
Speed 4000 RPM. 

Overlock machines

SW-733S-03 (B)                               SW-733S-03 (B)                               

SW-734S-04 (2x4)                    (A7730)SW-734S-04 (2x4)                    (A7730)                                    

SW-735S-05 (3x4)                  (A7731A)SW-735S-05 (3x4)                  (A7731A)                              

SW-735S-05 (5x5)                  (A7731B)SW-735S-05 (5x5)                  (A7731B)    

SWD-732M-(0x5)                SWD-732M-(0x5)                

                                                                                                          

SWD-732M-(B) SWD-732M-(B) 

   

SWD-742M-(2x4)                     (A7732)SWD-742M-(2x4)                     (A7732)
  
                                                                                        

SWD-752M-(3x4)                      SWD-752M-(3x4)                      

       

SWD-752M-(5x5)                 SWD-752M-(5x5)                 

   

SW-733S-03 (0x5)                    (A7729)SW-733S-03 (0x5)                    (A7729)                

Economical machines (4500 s.p.m)Economical machines (4500 s.p.m)
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Single needle 3 threads overlock machine special for sew-
ing tubular closed spaghetti for women swiming suits.

Single needle 3 threads overlock machine. Speed 7500RPM.

Single needle 3 threads overlock machine for fine edging (metal 
feed dogs). Speed 7500RPM.

  

Option: Servo motor+presser foot lifter for machines with 
backlatching attachment.

Single needle 3 threads overlock machine for fine edging 
(metal feed dogs). Speed 7500RPM.

 Single needle 3 threads overlock machine with backlatching 
attachment and tension opener.

Single needle 3 threads overlock machine with backlatching 
attachment and tension opener.

Overlock machines

SW-3304-0F6-50H                   (A7657)

SW-3304-0F6-50H(B)             (A7657A)

SW-3304-0F6-50H(X)             (A7657B)

SW-3304-0F6-50H(2)              (0SW0002)

SW-3314-BE6-40H(2)           (0SW0001)

                  (A7551L)(A7575)(65019)(65019A)

SW-3304-0F6-50H(C) (PUL0071)(A7657C)

SW-3304-0F6-50H                   (A7657)

SW-3304-0F6-50H(B)             (A7657A)

SW-3304-0F6-50H(X)             (A7657B)

SW-3304-0F6-50H(2)              (0SW0002)

SW-3314-BE6-40H(2)           (0SW0001)

                  (A7551L)(A7575)(65019)(65019A)

SW-3304-0F6-50H(C) (PUL0071)(A7657C)
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Single needle 3 threads overlock machine with mechanical 
elastic tape feeder.

Two needles 4 threads overlock machine with mechanical 
elastic tape feeder.

Single needle 3 threads overlock machine with electronic 
elastic tape feeding by stepping motor, automatic elastic 
tape cutter, pneumatic presser foot lifter, pneumatic tension 
opener and pneumatic chainstitch cutter.

Two needles 4 threads overlock machine. Speed 7000 RPM.
  

Two needles 5 threads overlock machine (3x4). Speed 
6500RPM.

Two needles 5 threads overlock machine (5x5). Speed 
6500RPM.

 
  

Overlock machines

SW-3304E-0F6-50H(8)          (PUL0087)

SW-3314E-BE6-40H(8)         (PUL0087)

SW-3304E-0F6-50H/MCA-18K-38

SW-3304E-0F6-50H(8)          (PUL0087)

SW-3314E-BE6-40H(8)         (PUL0087)

SW-3304E-0F6-50H/MCA-18K-38

SW-3314E-BE6-40H                 (A7658)

SW-3316E-DE6-40H                 (A7659)

SW-3316E-FF6-40H               (A7659A)

SW-3314E-BE6-40H                 (A7658)

SW-3316E-DE6-40H                 (A7659)

SW-3316E-FF6-40H               (A7659A)
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Two needles 4 threads double chainstitch overlock machine 
for binding inside pocket of classic pants.

Two needles 4 threads overlock machine with ruffler attach-
ment.                                   

Two needles 5 threads (3x5) overlock machine with ruffler 
attachment.

Two needles 5 threads (5x5) overlock machine for jeans. 
Speed 6000 RPM. Angle knive.

          
Vertical for SW-3304 and SW-3314
                                                                                        

         
Horizontal for SW-3316             

        
Pneumatic parts for chainstitch cutter                             

        
Invisible seam guide for SW-3304                                      

Overlock machines

SW-3314-0B6-40H(3)             (A7658B)

SW-3316E-BE6-40H(4)         (OSW0005)

SW-3316E-DE6-40H(4)         (OSW0003)

SW-3316E-FF6-60H               (A7659B)

PNEUMATIC CHAINSTITCH CUTTERS

(CC0J001)

SW-3316E-DE6-40H                 (A7659)

SW-3316E-FF6-40H               (A7659A)

SW-3314-0B6-40H(3)             (A7658B)

SW-3316E-BE6-40H(4)         (OSW0005)

SW-3316E-DE6-40H(4)         (OSW0003)

SW-3316E-FF6-60H               (A7659B)

PNEUMATIC CHAINSTITCH CUTTERS

(CC0J001)

SW-3316E-DE6-40H                 (A7659)

SW-3316E-FF6-40H               (A7659A)

   
                                                                                        

(CC0J002)(CC0J002) 
                

(KIN0017)(KIN0017)
                                

(OSW004)(OSW004)
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1 needle 3 threads overlock machine. 7.500 s.p.m.

1 needle 3 threads overlock machine. 7.500 s.p.m. With 
manual backlatching attachment and thread tension opener.

1 needle 3 threads overlock machine. 7.500 r.p.m. fine 
edge, rubber feed dog.

1 needle 3 threads overlock machine. 7.500 s.p.m. fine 
edge, metal feed dog.

2 needles 4 threads overlock machine. 7.000 s.p.m. With 
manual backlatching attachment and thread tension opener.

Option: Assembled with servo motor and presser foot lifter. 

2 needles 5 threads overlock machine 6.500 s.p.m. (3x3).

2 needles 5 threads overlock machine 6.500 s.p.m. (3x5).

Overlock machines

SH-7003-053-H04                  (A7752A)

SH-70B3-053-H04(B)             

SH-7003-053-H04                  (A7752A)

SH-70B3-053-H04(B)             

SH-70X3-053-H04(X)               SH-70X3-053-H04(X)               

SH-7023-032-M04      (KIN0023)(A7752A)SH-7023-032-M04      (KIN0023)(A7752A)                  

SH-7024-032-M04         (KIN003)(A7753)SH-7024-032-M04         (KIN003)(A7753)                  

(A77551L) (A7752A)(65019)(65019A)         (A77551L) (A7752A)(65019)(65019A)         

SH-7005-C32-M16                   (A7754)

SH-7005-C52-M16                  (A7754A)

SH-7005-C32-M16                   (A7754)

SH-7005-C52-M16                  (A7754A)
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2 needles 5 threads overlock machine 6.500 s.p.m. (5x5).

Two needles 4 threads top feed overlock machine. Speed 
5500 RPM.

2 needles 5 threads overlock machine 6.500 s.p.m. (5x5).

Two needles 5 threads (5x7) top feed overlock machine for 
extra heavy materials like jeans or quilt. Speed 5000 RPM.

Two needles 5 threads (5x5) top feed overlock machine. 
Speed 5000 RPM.

Two needles 5 threads (5x7) top feed overlock machine for 
attaching cord and tape for binding quilt. Speed 5000 RPM.

Two needles 5 threads overlock machine with upper trans-
port by two continous belts for sewing mattress heavy quilts. 
Distance between needles: 20mm, overedge width 5mm. 
Equipped with i90 servo motor, submerged table and pneu-
matic presser foot lifter.

(A7756B)  Complete gauge 20+5 mm                
(A7756C)  Complete gauge 7+5  mm                        

Overlock machines

SH-7005-D53-L16                    (A7755)

SHG7005-D53-H16                  (A7756)

SHF-7004-A43-M14                (A7726A)

SHF-7005-D53-H16                  (A7750)

SHJ-7005-D53-H16                  (A7775)

SHR-7005-D53-H16              (A77755A)

SW-8095-2205XL/516/PC/FL  (A7756B)

SH-7005-D53-L16                    (A7755)

SHG7005-D53-H16                  (A7756)

SHF-7004-A43-M14                (A7726A)

SHF-7005-D53-H16                  (A7750)

SHJ-7005-D53-H16                  (A7775)

SHR-7005-D53-H16              (A77755A)

SW-8095-2205XL/516/PC/FL  (A7756B)
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BOX

SERVO
MOTOR

High speed (7500 spm) 2 needles 4 threads overlock 
machine.

High speed (6500 rpm) 2 needles 5 threads overlock 
machine (3x5).

High speed (6500 rpm) 2 needles 5 threads overlock 
machine (5x5).

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) high speed (7500 spm) 
2 needles 4 threads overlock machine. Needle positioning 
function.

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) high speed (7500 spm) 
2 needles 4 threads overlock machine. Equipped with pneu-
matic presser foot lifter, pneumatic chainstitch cutter and 
waste device.

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) high speed (6500 rpm) 
2 needles 5 threads overlock machine (3x5).
Needle positioning function.

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) high speed (6500 rpm) 
2 needles 5 threads overlock machine (5x5).
Needle positioning function.

SERVO
MOTOR

Overlock machines

Direct drive overlock machines

UH-9004-243-M14                  (A7753D)

UH-9005-353-M16                  (A7799D)

UH-9005-553-L16                  (A7799D)

UHD-9004-243-M14               (A7753D)

UHD-9004-243-M14/SS033/CV-08F

UH-9004-243-M14                  (A7753D)

UH-9005-353-M16                  (A7799D)

UH-9005-553-L16                  (A7799D)

UHD-9004-243-M14               (A7753D)

UHD-9004-243-M14/SS033/CV-08F
                                                                                              

UHD-9005-353-M16               (A7754C)

UHD-9005-355-L16                (A7754B)

(A7753D)

UHD-9005-353-M16               (A7754C)

UHD-9005-355-L16                (A7754B)

(A7753D)
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High speed (8000rpm) small cylinder bed overlock machine 
with small cylinder bed, equipped with electronic elastic tape 
feeder by stepping motor. Elastic tape cutter controlled from 
panel. Automatic tension opener and pneumatic presser foot 
lifter. Automatic elastic tape feeding.

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) high speed overlock 
machine (7500 spm), 2 needles 4 threads double chainstitch 
for binding pockets. Includes electric tape cutter.

Top feed high speed (6500 spm) overlock machine, 2 needles 
4 threads.

Top feed high speed (6000 spm) overlock machine, 2 needles 
5 threads (5x5) with pneumatic plain chainstitch cutter.

Small cylinder bed top feed speed (6500 rpm) overlock ma-
chine, 2 needles 4 threads.

Top feed two needles double chainstitch overlock machine for 
tape binding. Distance between needles 5mm, entering tape 
size: 25.4mm.

UHF-9304-243-M14              UHF-9304-243-M14              

Special overlock machines

Top feed overlock machines

UH-93A3-053-M04/SS034/CV-28B/UH-93A3-053-M04/SS034/CV-28B/
MCA18K-38                           (A7752D)

UH-9034-D03-M45/TC-1        (A7752D)

UHF-9004-243-M14               (A7726C)

UHF-9015-553-X16/AG041/US041

MCA18K-38                           (A7752D)

UH-9034-D03-M45/TC-1        (A7752D)

UHF-9004-243-M14               (A7726C)

UHF-9015-553-X16/AG041/US041
                                              (A7775B)

UHF-9034-D03-M45              

                                              (A7775B)

UHF-9034-D03-M45              
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Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) top feed high speed 
(6500 spm) overlock machine.

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) top feed high speed 
(6000 spm) overlock machine, 2 needles 5 threads (5x5) with 
pneumatic plain chainstitch cutter.

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) small cylinder bed top 
feed (6500 rpm) overlock machine, 2 needles 4 threads.

Flat bed top and bottom cover interlock machine, 3 needles.

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) flat bed top and bottom 
cover interlock machine, 3 needles. Equipped with automatic 
pneumatic upper and lower threads thread trimmer and 
presser foot lifter.

SERVO
MOTOR

SERVO
MOTOR

Direct drive top feed overlock machines

Flat bed interlock machine

UHU-9004-243-M14      UHU-9004-243-M14      

UHU-9105-553-X16/AG041/US041      UHU-9105-553-X16/AG041/US041      

UHU-9304-243-M14      UHU-9304-243-M14      

FT-7000-0-356M                    (A7765A)

FTD-7000-0-356M/UFB-1B     (A7765E)

FT-7000-0-356M                    (A7765A)

FTD-7000-0-356M/UFB-1B     (A7765E)
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Flat bed 2 needles (gauge 6,4 mm) double chainstitch sewing 
machine for tape cover seamings.

Flat bed interlock machine for attaching elastic tape in women 
underwear. Equipped with side fabric cutting device. Upper 
elastic feeding.

Flat bed interlock machine for attaching elastic tape in women 
underwear. Equipped with side fabric cutting device. Upper 
electronic elastic feeding and rear pneumatic tape cutter.

Flat bed 3 needles double chainstitch machine for pocket 
sewing. Upper cover thread only.

Option: Kl+CV: Flat pneumatic suction thread cutter for
FT-7010-0-88M machine.

Flat bed interlock machines

Special flat bed machines

FT-7069-0-356M                    (A7794B) 

FT-7002-0-264M/TB                 (A7789)

FT-7069-0-356M                    (A7794B) 

FT-7002-0-264M/TB                 (A7789)

                                      

FT-7069-2-356M/TC-1/MC-S6CFT-7069-2-356M/TC-1/MC-S6C
                                              (A7794C)

FT-7010-0-88M                        (A7791)

                                              (A7794C)

FT-7010-0-88M                        (A7791)

Flat bed 3 needles top and bottom covering threads interlock 
machine for binging.

Flat bed 3 needles top and bottom covering threads interlock 
machine for binging equipped with pneumatic one touch rear 
tape cutter.

FT-7003-0-356M                      (A7766) FT-7003-0-356M                      (A7766)                                       

FT-7003-0-356M/TC-1  (A7766+KIR0001)FT-7003-0-356M/TC-1  (A7766+KIR0001)
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Cylinder bed interlock machine with top and bottom covering 
threads, 3 needles.

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) cylinder bed interlock 
machine with top and bottom covering threads, 3 needles. 
Equipped with automatic pneumatic upper and lower threads 
trimmers and presser foot lifter. Outside take-up lever.

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) cylinder bed interlock 
machine with top and bottom covering threads, 3 needles. 
Equipped with automatic pneumatic upper and lower threads 
trimmers and presser foot lifter and rear puller. Outside take-
up lever.

Top feed transport direct drive cylinder bed interlock machine 
with top and bottom covering threads, 3 needles. Equipped 
with automatic pneumatic upper and lower threads trimmers 
and presser foot lifter and rear puller. Outside take-up lever.

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) cylinder bed interlock 
machine with side fabric cutter to make bottom of T-shirts with 
top and bottom covering threads, 3 needles. Equipped with 
automatic pneumatic upper and lower threads trimmers and 
presser foot lifter and suction waste device. Outside take-up 
lever.

Top feed transport cylinder bed interlock machine with side 
fabric cutter to make bottom of T-shirts with top and bottom 
covering threads, 3 needles. Equipped with automatic pneu-
matic upper and lower threads trimmers and presser foot lifter 
and suction waste device. Outside take-up lever.

Cylinder bed interlock machine

CT-9000-0-356M                    (A7763A)

CT-9000-0-356M/UCP-1B       (A7759A)

CTD-9000-0-356M/UCP-1B/RP

CT-9000-0-356M                    (A7763A)

CT-9000-0-356M/UCP-1B       (A7759A)

CTD-9000-0-356M/UCP-1B/RP
                                                                                              (A7759E)

CTF-9000-0-356M/UCP-1B     (A7759E)

CTD-9311-0-356M/UCP-1B      (A7784)

CTF-9311-0-356M/UCP-1B     (A7784B)

(A7759E)

CTF-9000-0-356M/UCP-1B     (A7759E)

CTD-9311-0-356M/UCP-1B      (A7784)

CTF-9311-0-356M/UCP-1B     (A7784B)
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Small cylinder bed interlock machine with top and bottom 
covering threads, 3 needles. Equipped with autoamtic pneu-
matic upper and lower threads trimmers and presser foot lifter. 
Outside take-up lever.

Top feed transport small cylinder bed interlock machine with 
top and bottom covering threads, 3 needles. Equipped with 
automatic pneumatic upper and lower threads trimmers and 
presser foot lifter. Outside take-up lever.

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) cylinder bed interlock 
machine with top and bottom covering threads for attach-
ing closed elastic in men’s underwear boxers, 3 needles. 
Equipped with automatic pneumatic upper and lower threads 
trimmers and presser foot lifter, rear puller, right hand cutting 
system for remaining fabric, waste collector and elastic ten-
sion rollers. Outside take-up lever. 

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) flat-lock sewing machine 
with upper and lower covering threads, cutting both sides 
remaining fabrics. Equipped with pneumatic presser foot lifter, 
waste collector device, automatic guillotine chainstitch cutter 
driven by photocell located under the needle plate.

Direct drive (Ho Hsing servo motor) flat-lock sewing machine 
with upper and lower covering threads, cutting both sides 
remaining fabrics. Equipped with refocement tape feeder, 
pneumatic presser foot lifter and guillotine tape cutter.

12 needles double chainstitch sewing machines with rear 
puller.

Cylinder bed interlock machine

Flat lock sewing machines

Chainstitch machines

CTD-9611-0-356M/UCP-1B      (A7785)

CTF-9611-0-356M/UCP-1B

CTD-9611-0-356M/UCP-1B      (A7785)

CTF-9611-0-356M/UCP-1B

CTD-9085-0-356M/UCP-B1/CV-014M/CTD-9085-0-356M/UCP-B1/CV-014M/
TC-01SS                                 (A7759F)

SWD-67-12M6/TT-S34/CV-014/

TC-01SS                                 (A7759F)

SWD-67-12M6/TT-S34/CV-014/
TC-13/S4                                 (A7799B)

SWD-67-03-BH5/TT-S36/CV/TC-013S

TC-13/S4                                 (A7799B)

SWD-67-03-BH5/TT-S36/CV/TC-013S
                                               (A7799B)

MT-4512P                                (A7795)

                                               (A7799B)

MT-4512P                                (A7795)
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Three needles 5 threads high speed (6000 RPM) interlock ma-
chine with upper and lower covering threads.

(A7661)    HEAD gauge 356                                               
(A7661A) HEAD gauge 364                                               
                                                                      

Four needles 6 threads high speed (6000 RPM) interlock ma-
chine with upper and lower covering threads.
 
 
  

Two needles double chainstitch sewing machine with differential 
feed for inserting reinforcement in knittings. Includes binder.

 
  

New interlock machine with direct drive servo motor. Includes 
control box and main switch inside the sewing machine’s head. 
Speed 6000 RPM. Upper and lower covering threads. 

(A7761F)  COMPLETE 3 needles 5.6 gauge                      
(A7761G)  COMPLETE 3 needles 6.4 gauge                      

*Mini servo motor
*Control box
*Main switch 
ALL 3 INSIDE THE HEAD!!!                       

Interlock machines

SW-562-01CBx356/364             

SW-562-06CBX464                     (A7669)

SW-562-01CBx356/364             

SW-562-06CBX464                     (A7669)

SWD-562-01CBX356/364  (A7761G)(A7661F)

SW-562-04CBX294                   (A7669A)

SWD-562-01CBX356/364  (A7761G)(A7661F)

SW-562-04CBX294                   (A7669A)
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Three needles 5 threads high speed (6000 RPM) interlock 
machine with upper and lower covering threads for tape 
binding.

 
(PG0001)TKA Pneumatic tape cutter                             

.

Flat bed 3 needles interlock machines with upper and lower 
covering threads equipped with thread trimmer, automatic 
presser foot lifter. i90 servo motor. Speed 6000RPM.

UTP-1-(356) (A7663) 
Pneumatic upper and lower thread
 trimmers and presser foot lifter.                                  

UTE-1-(356) (A7667) 
Electric upper and lower thread
 trimmers and presser foot lifter.                                  

UTE-1-(364) (A7661C) 
Electric upper and lower thread
 trimmers and presser foot lifter.                                             

UTE-2-(364) (A7661B) 
Electric thread trimmer, wipper and presser 
foot lifter.                                                                       

Top feed three needles 5 threads high speed (6000 RPM) 
interlock machine with upper and lower covering threads for 
tape binding

Interlock machines with thread trimmer

Tape binding interlock machines

SW-562-01CB-UT                     (A7663)

SW-562-02CBx356                   (A7662)

SWT-562-02CBX356                (A7663A)

SW-562-01CB-UT                     (A7663)

SW-562-02CBx356                   (A7662)

SWT-562-02CBX356                (A7663A)
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3 needles interlock sewing machine with right side knive 
for cutting remaining fabric for binding with elastic tape. For 
“tanga” underwear.

Three needles interlock sewing machine with right hand side 
fabric remaining cutting device and mechanical elastic tape 
metering device. 

Three needles interlock sewing machine with right hand side 
fabric remaining cutting device and electronical elastic tape 
metering device (6 different kind of elastic tensions). 

(PG0002) TKA Pneumatic tape cutter.

Interlock machines with thread trimmer

SW-562-05CBx356                (A7663A)

SW-562-1-05CBx356

SW-562-05CBx356                (A7663A)

SW-562-1-05CBx356
/MC-S6C                                 (A7663A)

SW-562-025CBx356                (A0000)

/MC-S6C                                 (A7663A)

SW-562-025CBx356                (A0000)
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Three needles cylinder bed interlock sewing machine with 
upper and lower covering threads. Speed 6000 RPM.

Three needles cylinder bed interlock sewing machine with 
upper and lower covering threads. Speed 6000 RPM. 
Equipped with automatic thread trimmers and presser foot 
lifter. 

3 needles interlock sewing machine with upper and lower 
covering threads with hemming folder and left side trimmer 
and fabric and fabrics chips suction pipe. Equipped with 
pneumatic upper and lower thread trimmer and presser foot 
lifter.

UTP-1-(356) (A7665) 
Pneumatic upper and lower thread trimmers 
and presser foot lifter.                                   

UTE-1-(356) (A7668) 
Electric upper and lower thread trimmers
and presser foot lifter.                                                    

UTE-1-(364) (A7665B) 
Electric upper and lower thread trimmers 
and presser foot lifter.                                   

UTE-2 (364) (A7661B) 
Electric upper thread trimmer, wiper and
presser foot lifter.                                 

Cylinder bed interlock machines

Cylinder bed interlock machines with side

SW-562-05CBx356                (A7663A)

SW-562-1-05CBx356

SW-562-05CBx356                (A7663A)

SW-562-1-05CBx356

SW-664-01CBX356/364           (A7664)

SW-664-01CB-UT    

/MC-S6C                                 (A7663A)

SW-562-025CBx356                (A0000)

SW-664-01CBX356/364           (A7664)

SW-664-01CB-UT    

/MC-S6C                                 (A7663A)

SW-562-025CBx356                (A0000)

SW-664-35CBx356/UTP-1  SW-664-35CBx356/UTP-1  
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4 needles double chainstitch sewing machines with rear 
puller.
                                      
 
 
 
(A7648C) 3/4” 
(A7648B) 1” 
(A7642) 1-1/8” 
(A7649) 1-1/4”
(A7648D) 1-1/2”  

4 needles double chainstitch sewing machines with rear puller 
and front elastic metering device.
                                      
 
 (A7636B) 1” 

(A7636) 1-1/4”
(A7636C) 1-1/2”

12 needles double chainstitch sewing machines with rear 
puller.
                                      
 
  

Cylinder bed 4 needles double chainstitch sewing machines 
with rear puller.

  

Multineedle chainstitch

SW-1404P                               (A7642)

SW-1404PMD                          (A7636)

SW-1412P                                (A7637)

SW-40404P                            (A7637)

SW-1404P                               (A7642)

SW-1404PMD                          (A7636)

SW-1412P                                (A7637)

SW-40404P                            (A7637)
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1 or 2 needles double chainstitch sewing machine for sew-
ing heavy materials like carton of plastic bags.  

Cylinder bed 4 needles double chainstitch sewing machines 
with rear puller. Equipped with pneumatic thread trimmers 
and presser foot lifter.

  

Cylinder bed 12 needles double chainstitch sewing ma-
chines with rear puller.

Cylinder bed 12 needles double chainstitch sewing ma-
chines with rear puller. Equipped with pneumatic thread 
trimmers and presser foot lifter.

Multineedle chainstitch

SW-1404P                               (A7642)

SW-1404PMD                          (A7636)

SW-1412P                                (A7637)

SW-10701 EHD

SW-40404P                            (A7637)

SW-1404P                               (A7642)

SW-1404PMD                          (A7636)

SW-1412P                                (A7637)

SW-10701 EHD

SW-40404P                            (A7637)

SW-40404P/UTPSW-40404P/UTP

SW-40412PSW-40412P

SW-40412P/UTPSW-40412P/UTP
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25 needles 50 threads double chainstitch sewing machines 
with rear puller. Gauge 1/4”. Total distance 15.24cm.

33 needles 66 threads double chainstitch sewing machines 
with rear puller. Gauge 1/4”. Total distance 15.24cm.

12 needles, 12 threads in needles and 12 elastic threads in 
loopers chainstitch sewing machine with rear puller. Avail-
able in gauge 1/4”.

 
  

25 needles, 25 threads in needles and 25 elastic threads in 
loopers chainstitch sewing machine with rear puller. Avail-
able in gauge 1/4”.

Multineedle chainstitch

Multineedle chainstitch

SW-10425P                            (A7637F)

SW-10433P                            (A7637C)

SW-10412P-ET

SW-10425P                            (A7637F)

SW-10433P                            (A7637C)

SW-10412P-ET

SW-10425P-ETSW-10425P-ET
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33 needles, 33 threads in needles and 33 elastic threads in 
loopers chainstitch sewing machine with rear puller. Available 
in gauge 3/16”.

50 needles, 50 threads in needles and 50 elastic threads in 
loopers chainstitch sewing machine with rear puller. Available 
in gauge 3/16”. 

12 needles, 12 threads in needles and 12 elastic threads in 
loopers chainstitch sewing machine with rear puller. Available 
in gauge 1/4”(A7639P) and 3/16” (A7639). Equipped with 
decorative threads smoking device.

25 needles, 25 threads in needles and 25 elastic threads in 
loopers chainstitch sewing machine with rear puller. Avail-
able in gauge 1/4”. Equipped with decorative threads smok-
ing device.

  

Multineedle chainstitch

Multineedle chainstitch

SW-10433P-ET                 SW-10433P-ET                 

SW-10412PSM-ET                  SW-10412PSM-ET                  

SW-10425PSM-ETSW-10425PSM-ET

SW-10450P-ET                 SW-10450P-ET                 
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12 needles sinple chainstitch sewing machine, elastic 
thread in the needles and blind loopers. Equipped with rear 
puller device. Available in gauge 1/4”(A7637H) and 3/16” 
(A7637J).

25 needles sinple chainstitch sewing machine, elastic thread 
in the needles and blind loopers. Equipped with rear puller 
device. Available in gauge 1/4”.

33 needles, 33 threads in needles and 33 elastic threads in 
loopers chainstitch sewing machine with rear puller. Avail-
able in gauge 3/16”.Equipped with decorative threads smok-
ing device. 

    

50 needles, 50 threads in needles and 50 elastic threads in 
loopers chainstitch sewing machine with rear puller. Avail-
able in gauge 3/16”. Equipped with decorative threads 
smoking device.

Multineedle chainstitch

Multineedle chainstitch

SW-10433PSM-ET                  (A7637G)

SW-10450PSM-ET 

SW-10025P                            (A7637F)

SW-10433PSM-ET                  (A7637G)

SW-10450PSM-ET 

SW-10025P                            (A7637F)

SW-10012PSW-10012P
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33 needles simple chainstitch sewing machine, elastic 
thread in the needles and blind loopers. Equipped with rear 
puller device. Available in gauge 3/16”.

50 needles simple chainstitch sewing machine, elastic 
thread in the needles and blind loopers. Equipped with rear 
puller device. Available in gauge 3/16”.

12 needles simple chainstitch sewing machine, elastic 
thread in the needles and blind loopers. Equipped with 
rear puller device and decorative threads smocking device.  
Available in gauge 1/4”(A7637Q) and 3/16” (A7637O).

   

25 needles simple chainstitch sewing machine, elastic 
thread in the needles and blind loopers. Equipped with 
rear puller device and decorative threads smocking device.  
Available in gauge 1/4”.

Multineedle chainstitch

Multineedle chainstitch

SW-10033P                            (A7637C)

SW-10050P

SW-10033P                            (A7637C)

SW-10050P

SW-10012PSM                      (A7637Q)

SW-10025PSM                        (A7637i)

SW-10012PSM                      (A7637Q)

SW-10025PSM                        (A7637i)
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12 needles simple chainstitch sewing machine, elastic 
thread in the needles and blind loopers. Equipped with 
rear puller device and decorative threads smocking device. 
Available in gauge 3/16”.

50 needles simple chainstitch sewing machine, elastic 
thread in the needles and blind loopers. Equipped with rear 
puller device ansd decorative threads smocking device. 
Available in gauge 3/16”.

12 needles chainstitch machine with 12 threads in needles 
and loopers and 12 elastic threads under the double chain-
stitch. Equipped with rear puller device and front metering 
device for sewing 12 elastic threads with tension. Gauge 
1/4” (A7637A) and 3/16” (A7637B).

25 needles chainstitch machine with 25 threads in needles 
and loopers and 25 elastic threads under the double chain-
stitch. Equipped with rear puller device and front metering 
device for sewing 25 elastic threads with tension. Gauge 
1/4” (A7637A) and 3/16” (A7637B).

Multineedle chainstitch

Multineedle chainstitch

SW-10033PSM                      (A7637D)

SW-10050PSM

SW-10033PSM                      (A7637D)

SW-10050PSM

SW-10412PQ                         (A7637A)

SW-10425PQ                         (A7637M)

SW-10412PQ                         (A7637A)

SW-10425PQ                         (A7637M)
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25 needles double chainstitch sewing machine for making 
pin tucks decorative pleats. Equipped with complete binder 
set with several sizes of tucks 2-5-8-11-13.5mm. Available in 
gauge 1/4”. 

33 needles chainstitch machine with 33 threads in needles 
and loopers and 33 elastic threads under the double chain-
stitch. Equipped with rear puller device and front metering 
device for sewing 33 elastic threads with tension. Gauge 
3/16”.

  

12 needles double chainstitch sewing machine for making 
pin tucks decorative pleats. Equipped with complete binder 
set with several sizes of tucks 2-5-8-11-13.5mm. Available in 
gauges 3/16” (023232) and 1/4” (23232A).

(27232A) 1/4”   
(27232) 3/16”  

33 needles double chainstitch sewing machine for making 
pin tucks decorative pleats. Equipped with complete binder 
set with several sizes of tucks 2-5-8-11-13.5mm. Available in 
gauge 3/16”.

Multineedle chainstitch

SW-10433PQ                         (A7637N)

SW-10412PTV                         (A7639)

SW-10425PTV 

SW-10433PQ                         (A7637N)

SW-10412PTV                         (A7639)

SW-10425PTV 

SW-10433PTV SW-10433PTV 
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12 needles double chainstitch sewing machine with 14 dif-
ferent kinds of pleats (14 sets of cams). Equipped with rear 
puller device.

2 needles double chainstitch zig zag (3 stitches 4 points) 
sewing machine for picot and fagotting decorative stitches.
 

2 needles double chainstitch zig zag (4 stitches 5 points) 
sewing machine for picot and fagotting decorative stitches. 
Picot & Fagotting.

2 needles bottom covering thread interlock sewing machine 
with front elastic tape metering device and rear puller.

Multineedle chainstitch

Zig zag chainstitch machine

SW-10412PMR                       (A7637V)

SW-302-4W                             (A7635)

SW-302-5W                            (A7635A)

SW-1702PMD                        (A7635B)

SW-10412PMR                       (A7637V)

SW-302-4W                             (A7635)

SW-302-5W                            (A7635A)

SW-1702PMD                        (A7635B)
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1 needle zig zag (3 stitch 4 points) double chainstitch 
sewing machine for making decorative flower type 
stitches. Equipped with 3 kinds of cams.

4 needles double chainstitch sewing machine for jeans waist 
band. Rear metal tooth puller. Gauge 1/4”-1”-1/4”.

1 needle zig zag (1 stitch 2 points) double chainstitch sewing 
machine for tape binding swiming suits.

Zig zag chainstitch machine

Multineedle chainstitch machine for jeans

Chainstitch machines for decorative flower 
type stitches

SW-10301-4-3F               SW-10301-4-3F               

SW-10301-2F                      

SW-1508P                                (A7639)

SW-10301-2F                      

SW-1508P                                (A7639)
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2 needles lower covering thread for making jeans belt loops. 
Gauge 1/4”.

4 needles double chainstitch sewing machine for jeans waist 
band. Rear metal tooth puller double compensated. Gauge 
1/4”-1”-1/4”. 

3 needles double chainstitch sewing machine for lap 
seaming. Gauge 1/4”.

Belt loop electric cutting device with cutting length adjustable 
from 50mm to 150mm.

Chainstitch machine for jeans

SW-1508PR                           (A7639A)

SW-1503PTF                            (A7638)

SW-B2000C                            (A7104A)

BK-20                                      (A7105)

SW-1508PR                           (A7639A)

SW-1503PTF                            (A7638)

SW-B2000C                            (A7104A)

BK-20                                      (A7105)
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1 needle 2 threads abutted seam sewing machine with 
overlapping fabrics finishing.

1 needle 2 threads abutted seam sewing machine with no 
overlapping fabrics finishing.

  
* both machines can be transformed from 2 threads to 1 
thread.

1 needle 3 threads decorative carpets and rugs finishing 
sewing machine. For thick carpets and rugs. 

1 needle 3 threads decorative carpets and rugs finishing 
sewing machine with side cutter remaining attachment. For 
thick carpets and rugs.

Abutted seam machines

Carpet overedge machines

SW-306                (A7903)(A9009)(BBA063)

SW-306A                                (A7903C)

SW-2503                                (A7451A)

SW-2503-K                             (A7451A)

SW-306                (A7903)(A9009)(BBA063)

SW-306A                                (A7903C)

SW-2503                                (A7451A)

SW-2503-K                             (A7451A)



10-12 mm  

8-12 mm  
8-10 mm  

7-9 mm  7-8 mm  

4-6 mm  4-5 mm  

 8-10 mm  
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Single needle 3 threads overlock machine for binding 
logotypes or emblems already embroideried on fabrics after 
have been cutted.

Single needle 2 threads shell -shape stitch edging overlock 
machine. Groups of 1, 4 or 8 stitches per shall-shape. For 
blankets finishing. Stitch width: 7-8mm.

Single needle 2 threads shell -shape stitch edging overlock 
machine. Groups of 1, 4 or 8 stitches per shall-shape. For 
blankets finishing. Stitch width: 8-10mm.

Single needle 2 threads shell -shape stitch edging overlock 
machine. Groups of 3 or 6 stitches per shall-shape. For cot-
ton, lycra thin knittings. Stitch width: 4-5mm.

Single needle 1 thread shell -shape stitch edging overlock 
machine. Groups of 1 stitch per sell-shape. For blankets 
finishing. Stitch width: 8-10mm.

Decoratives stitches machines

SW-MG3U                                (A7486)

SW-38                                       (A7452)

SW-27                                     (A7452B)

SW-17                                    (A7452A)

SW-18SF                                (A7452C)

SW-MG3U                                (A7486)

SW-38                                       (A7452)

SW-27                                     (A7452B)

SW-17                                    (A7452A)

SW-18SF                                (A7452C)
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Hand stitch imitation sewing machine. Equipped with Efka 
mini servo motor and mechanical thread trimmer attach-
ment installed in the presser feet. Switch functions: inverted 
stitching, stitch by stitch and cutting off compressed air sup-
ply in order to adjust the stitch length. Works with 90cm. of 
thread length. Thread thickness until no.10.

Two needles lockstitch picotting stitch sewing machine with 
2 rotary horizontal hooks and front piecer and puncher.

OPCIONAL: real puller (PUL0079)

No.5 gauge 

Hand stitch imitation machines

Decoratives stitches machines

SW-781-7                              (AUT0042)

SW-VNK                                   (A7480)

SW-781-7                              (AUT0042)

SW-VNK                                   (A7480)

(VNK0021A)(VNK0021A)
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Chainstitch hand stitch imitation sewing machine. Supplied 
with gauge no.4 assembled, gauges no.2, 3 and 5 supplied in 
the accesory box.

Paralel chainstitch hand stitch imitation sewing machine.

Diagonal chainstitch hand stitch imitation sewing machine.  

Machines Hand stitch imitation

SW-200-040M                        (A7485A)

SW-2225                                 (A74838)

SW-2227                                 (A7483)

SW-200-040M                        (A7485A)

SW-2225                                 (A74838)

SW-2227                                 (A7483)
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 Automatic long seams of pants laterals. Head Yamato 
1 needle 2 threads double chainstitch. Upper and lower 
transport can be programed. Includes chainstitch cutter 
and puller and automatic stacker unit. The head can work 
at 2 needles 5 threads.

Automatic pocket welting sewing machines. 2 needles split 
needle bar machine for inclined pockets. Ceramical fabric 
cutting knives, Length of pocket: from 40 to 200mm.

Automatic knitting pockets creasing and sewing machine of 
T-shirts and polo shirts.

Automatic sewing machines

CHK-9000                          (AUTO0040)

BASS-3200

CHK-9000                          (AUTO0040)

BASS-3200

U-9707-D/1416                   (AUTO034)U-9707-D/1416                   (AUTO034)
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Single needle double chainstitch overlock machines with 
double roller transport for wool outside knittings.

Automatic round pearl sewing machine with automatic 
pearl feeding.

Overlock machine for wool knitting

Automatic pearl sewing machine

SW-255                                  (A7481A)

GREAT-P                            (AUTO004)

SW-255                                  (A7481A)

GREAT-P                            (AUTO004)
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Bobbin winder machine with full end bobbin sensor.

4 threads semi industrial embroidery machine equipped with 
automatic thread trimmer. Compact light and portable ma-
chine. Direct connection to PC, USB port, compatible with 
ATA cards. Includes 3 frames: M1 (240x200 mm.),
M2 (126x110 mm.) and M3 (50x50). Compatible with Tajima 
frames. Net weight 20,5 kgs.

2 cones thread winder machine.

4 cones thread winder machine.

Thread cone winder

Embroidery machine

SW-200                                    (AT008)

SW-400                                    (AT006)

SW-100B                                 (AT007)

MB-4                                    (SMQ0004)

SW-200                                    (AT008)

SW-400                                    (AT006)

SW-100B                                 (AT007)

MB-4                                    (SMQ0004)
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2 liters capacity boiler steam generator. Equipped with 
industrial hand iron and silicone base for hand iron. Boiler 
heater: 900 watts.

5 liters capacity boiler steam generator. Equipped with 
industrial hand iron, silicone base for hand iron and glass 
level to check the level af remaining water inside the boiler. 
Boiler heater: 1600 watts.
                                                                                        

(B2004)   Table with wheels for pratika                             

(B2002) Table with wheels for compacta                              

5 liters capacity boiler steam generator. Equipped with in-
dustrial hand iron, silicone base for hand iron and tank with 
water that allow continuous steam supply without need to 
stop ironing because the boiler always can get water from 
the lower tank. Boiler heater: 1600 watts.

                                                                                        

Semi industrial steam generators

COMPACTA                             (B2001)

PRATIKA                                (B2003)

Pratika completa                   (B2A03)

COMPACTA                             (B2001)

PRATIKA                                (B2003)

Pratika completa                   (B2A03)
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Folding ironing table with fan for steam suction, heated ironing 
surface. Without hand iron.
                                                                                         

Folding ironing table with fan for steam suction and blowing 
functions, heated ironing surface. Without hand iron.
                                                                                         

Folding ironing table with fan for steam suction function, 
heated ironing surface with 2 liters capacity boiler and hand 
iron.
                                                                                        

Folding ironing table with fan for steam suction and blowing 
functions, heated ironing surface with 2 liters capacity boiler 
and hand iron                                                         
                                                                                         

Folding ironing table with fan for steam suction function, 
heated ironing surface with 2 liters capacity boiler and hand 
iron.
                                                                                        

Folding ironing table with fan for steam suction and blowing 
functions, heated ironing surface with 2 liters capacity boiler 
and hand iron.
Arm with holder for Comelux ironing tables.         

Rectangular steam ironing table with fan for steam suction, 
heated ironing surface. Without hand iron. Ironing board 
sizes: 112x62cm.
                                                                                        

Rectangular steam ironing table with fan for steam suction, 
heated ironing surface with 5 liters capacity boiler and hand 
iron. Ironing board sizes: 112x62cm.
ARM
Arm with holder for Futura-R ironing tables.    

Universal semi industrial ironing tables

Rectangular semi industrial ironing tables

COMELUX-A                            (B2006)

COMELUX-A-S                        (B2006S)

COMELUX-C                            (B2007)

COMELUX-C-S                        (B2007S)

COMELUX-C5                          (B2008)

COMELUX-C5-S                      (B2008S)

FUTURA R-A                            (B2012)

FUTURA R-C5                          (B2014)

COMELUX-A                            (B2006)

COMELUX-A-S                        (B2006S)

COMELUX-C                            (B2007)

COMELUX-C-S                        (B2007S)

COMELUX-C5                          (B2008)

COMELUX-C5-S                      (B2008S)

FUTURA R-A                            (B2012)

FUTURA R-C5                          (B2014)
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Universal industrial ironing table with fan for steam suction func-
tion. Heated board surface. 3 different heigth position adjustable 
table. The suction fan pedal and the arm (not included) can be 
installed in both right and left sides of the table; the table can be 
used by right handed and left handed. Board sizes: 120x35x-
25cm. 
                                                                                              

Universal industrial ironing table with fan for steam suction 
function. Heated board surface. Board sizes: 120x35x25cm.   

Universal industrial ironing table with fan for steam suction 
function with 0.75 HP 380V motor. Heated board surface. Board 
sizes: 120x35x25cm.

Industrial universal ironing table with fan for steam suction and 
blowing functions, heated ironing surface. Prepared to install 
1 arm.

Industrial universal ironing table with fan for steam suction and 
blowing functions, heated ironing surface with 0.80 HP 220V 
motor. Prepared to install  2 arms.                            

Industrial universal ironing table with fan for steam suction and 
blowing functions, heated ironing surface with 0.80 HP 220V
 motor. Complete with 1 set standard arm, 1 set cushion type 
arm, lamp and iron air holders.
                                                  

Industrial universal ironing tables

Industrial universal ironing tables with
suction and blowing fan

BR/A/SXD                                (B2032D)

BR/A                                            (B2032)

BR/A + ASP                                (B2032C)

BR/A-S                                         (B2041)

BR/A/SR                                     (B2042A)

BR/A/SR                                      (B2042B)

BR/A/SXD                                (B2032D)

BR/A                                            (B2032)

BR/A + ASP                                (B2032C)

BR/A-S                                         (B2041)

BR/A/SR                                     (B2042A)

BR/A/SR                                      (B2042B)
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Industrial ironing table with fan for steam suction function 
special for opening seams in pants, heated ironing surface.

                                                                                       

Industrial steam generator for 2 hand irons equipped with 2 
electrovalves, 3 heaters of  2000 watts; the generator can 
work at 4000 watts or 6000 watts. Water boiler supply elec-
tric pump. Hand irons not included.
                                                                                     

Industrial steam generator for 2 hand irons equipped with 3 
electrovalves, 3 heaters of  2000 watts; the generator can 
work at 4000 watts or 6000 watts. Water boiler supply elec-
tric pump. Hand irons not included.
                                                                                     

Iron for fixing thermoadhesive paper for cutting.

Industrial steam generator with 18.000 watts or 24.000 watts 
power. Can supply steam to 7-8 ironing boards. Equipped 
with double pressure valves for bigger security. The boiler 
can work at 100% or 50% of the total heaters power.

                                                                                    

(B2G16) With 24.000 watts heaters power              
(BBA280) Deposit for condensed water                       
(B2C16) With 18.000 watts heaters power

Board for pants seams oppening

Industrial steam generators

BR/A/AC                                  (B2A32)

FB/F-3R                                   (B2D16)

FB/F-3E                                  (B2D16)

FB/FL-25                                  (B2C16)

BR/A/AC                                  (B2A32)

FB/F-3R                                   (B2D16)

FB/F-3E                                  (B2D16)

FB/FL-25                                  (B2C16)

IRON FOR ADHESIVE PAPER FOR CUTTING IRON FOR ADHESIVE PAPER FOR CUTTING                                                                                                     
                                                (B2058)                                                (B2058)
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Universal ironing table with fan for steam suction function, 
4000 watts boiler, automatic heater supply to the boiler by 
electric pump, 2 electrovalves, 1 hand iron.                  

(B2G21) Same as FR/F-2E with stainless steel boiler. 

(B2H21) FR/F-2E-3R                                                   
Same as FR/F-2E with 2 
electrovalvles and 6000W.                                           
             

Universal ironing table with fan for steam suction function, 
4000 watts boiler, automatic heater supply to the boiler by 
electric pump, 1 electrovalves, 1 hand iron. Equipped with 
board with steam exits. 

Lamp and air iron holers not included
                                                                                     

Universal ironing table with fan for steam suction and blow-
ing functions, 4000 watts boiler, automatic heater supply 
to the boiler by electric pump, 2 electrovalves, 1 had iron. 
Equipped with board with steam exits.

                                                                                     

B2017:     Technopress hand iron                                     

B2017C:   Comel hand iron                                              

B2017C1: Economic Comel hand iron                             

B2017G:   Comel large hand iron                                   

Industrial universal tables with steam
generator

Hand iron

FR/F-2E                                   (B2B21)

FR/F/PV                                   (B2030)

Mod. 7210                               (B3103)

FR/F-2E                                   (B2B21)

FR/F/PV                                   (B2030)

Mod. 7210                               (B3103)
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(BBA124) Lamp for BR and FR.    

(BBA124A) Hand iron holder and tensor.

(BBA125) Horizontal bar to hold the iron.

(BBA125B) Rectangular lower iron part to install the 
previous attachment in MP ironing table.                                                                   

(B2024) Standard arm for BR.    

(BBA097A) Standard arm for MP.

(B2024A) Standard arm for BR/A/SXD.

(B2026) Cushion arm for BR.    

(BBA116) Cushion arm for MP.

(B2026A) Cushion arm for BR/A/SXD.

(BBA097F) Pad arm for BR.    

(BBA097C) Pad arm for MP.

C            C            

C            C            

C            C            

C            C            

Hand iron holder+lamp

Complete arms with holder

FR/F-2E                                   (B2B21)

FR/F/PV                                   (B2030)

Mod. 7210                               (B3103)

FR/F-2E                                   (B2B21)

FR/F/PV                                   (B2030)

Mod. 7210                               (B3103)
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LADY’S PADS            LADY’S PADS            

LONG ARMS                                   LONG ARMS                                   

WAVY ARM            WAVY ARM            

(BBA097D) For BR/A and FR/F    
                                  
 
(BBA097B) For MP     
                                                    

(B2024B)                                                                        

(B2027) For BR/A and FR/F   
                                         

(B2027A) For MP                                                            

(B2027B) For BR/A and FR/F                                         

Industrial spot lifter machine with universal board with fan 
suction device. Equipped with 2 pneumatic guns and 2 de-
posits for spot lifter liquid.
                                                                                   

Complete arms with holder

Spot lifter machines

                                                              (B2056A)                                                              (B2056A)
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LADY’S PADS            LADY’S PADS            

LONG ARMS                                   LONG ARMS                                   

WAVY ARM            WAVY ARM            

Rectangular industrial ironing table with fan for steam suction 
function. Heated board surface. Board sizes:120x73cm. 

Rectangular Universal industrial ironing table with fan for 
steam suction function with 0.75 HP 380V motor. Heated 
board surface. Board sizes 120x73 cm. Inclined board..                                                                                                                                          
                                                            

Rectangular ironing table with fan for steam suction function, 
4000 watts boiler, automatic heater supply to the boiler by 
electric pump, hand iron.     

Rectangular ironing table with fan for steam suction function, 
4000 watts boiler, automatic heater supply to the boiler by 
electric pump, 1 hand iron, 2 electrovalves and 6.000 watts 
of boiler’s heater. Board sizes 120x73 cm.

Rectangular universal ironing table with fan for steam suc-
tion and blowing functions, heated ironing surface with 0.80 
HP 220V motor. Prepared to install  2 arms.

Same as before with two arms (normal and cushion) + aerial 
light + iron holder 
                                                                                     

Industrial rectangular ironing tables

MP/A                                      (B2044D)

MP/A+ASP                              (B2044D)

MP/F                                        (B2035)

MP/F-2E-3R                           (0B2035A)

MP/A/SR                                   (B2057)

MP/A/SR                                 (B2057A)

MP/A                                      (B2044D)

MP/A+ASP                              (B2044D)

MP/F                                        (B2035)

MP/F-2E-3R                           (0B2035A)

MP/A/SR                                   (B2057)

MP/A/SR                                 (B2057A)
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Rectangular Universal industrial ironing table with fan for 
steam suction function with 1 HP 380V motor. Heated board 
surface. Board sizes 180x90cm. Inclined board.

Rectangular Universal industrial ironing table with fan for 
steam suction function with 1 HP 220V motor. Heated board 
surface. Board sizes 180x90cm. Inclined board.

Rectangular ironing table with fan for steam suction 
function, 18.000 watts boiler, automatic heater supply to 
the boiler by electric pump, 1 electrovalves, 1 hand iron. 
Equipped with board with steam exits.

Same as MP/F/PV not equipped with boiler.

Industrial rectangular tables

MP/A+ASP(180x90)            (B2044D)

MP/A+ASP(180x90)              (B2044K)

MP/F/PV                                 (B2051)

MP/A/PV                                (B2051A)

MP/A+ASP(180x90)            (B2044D)

MP/A+ASP(180x90)              (B2044K)

MP/F/PV                                 (B2051)

MP/A/PV                                (B2051A)

 Board 300x75cm 1 hand iron with lamp.

Board 300x75cm 2 hand irons no lamp.

Board 300x75cm 2 hand irons with lamp

Rectangular ironing tables with suction fan function, 4.000 
watts boiler for ironing curtains. Boiler with 4.000 watts, 
380V, equipped with air hand iron holder. Needs 12.000 
watts free electricity supply. Board heated electrically.

MP/F/T                                 (B2054A)MP/F/T                                 (B2054A)

(B2059A)(B2059A)

(B2054)(B2054)

(B2059)(B2059)

OTHER VACUUM TABLES FOR BOILER NO IRON CUR-
TAIN (requires 4 atmospheres of pressure STEAM GEN-
ERATOR IN AN INDEPENDENT USE):

Board 300x75cm 220V
Board 300x75cm 220V
Board 250x75cm 220V
Board 200x75cm 220V
Board 200x75cm 220V

ALL THESE TABLES INCLUDE RAIL, BUT NOT IRON 
HAND.

(B2054B)(B2054B)
(B2054C)(B2054C)

(B2054l)(B2054l)
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Manual pressure transfer machine with side movement of the 
upper plate. Digital time and temperature controller. Transfer 
machine for applying printings and pictures in textile fabrics. 
Size of plates 40x50cm. Equipped with magnetic attach-
ment that the upper plate with pressure while the machine is 
transfering the designs. Once the time programmed for the 
transfer has been finished the timer cuts the electricity of the 
magnet and the machine opens automaticaly.

  
Interchangable plates:                                                    

Manual pressure transfer machine with interchangeable 
plates. Transfer machine for applying printings and pictures 
in textile fabrics. Digital temperature and time controller. 
interchangable plates sizes:
                                                                                    

(B4114B)   15x15cm                                                        
(B4114E)   25x25cm                                                         
(B4114C)   Caps                                                             

(B4114K)   15x15cm             

          
           (B4114L)   25x25cm   

    (B4114M)  Caps                

Transfer machines

Board 300x75cm 220V
Board 300x75cm 220V
Board 250x75cm 220V
Board 200x75cm 220V
Board 200x75cm 220V

AM-4050                                 (B4106)

AT-4050-MG                              (B4127)

AM-4050                                 (B4106)

AT-4050-MG                              (B4127)
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Two plates pneumatic pressure transfer machine with 
40x50cm dimensions plate. The plate must be pulled back 
to install the fabric and the transfer paper and pushed back 
to start the work cycle. While one plate is working the opera-
tor prepares the next work. Pneumatic side movement of 

plates.Digital timer and temperature.

15x15 interchangeable upper set of plates.
 

Single plate pneumatic pressure transfer machine with 
40x50cm dimensions plate. The plate must be pulled back to 
install the fabric and the transfer paper and pushed back to 
start the work cycle. Digital timer and temperature.
                             

                                                                                    
 

Manual transfer machine for attaching transfer on legs of 
pants. Electronic control of temperature and time.

Transfer machines

AM-PANT                                 (B4117)

SH-4050                                  (B4108)

TH-4050                                  (B4110)

TH-4050                               (B4114G)

AM-PANT                                 (B4117)

SH-4050                                  (B4108)

TH-4050                                  (B4110)

TH-4050                               (B4114G)
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Two plates pneumatic pressure transfer machine with 
100x70cm dimensions plate. Designed for sublimation on 
any kind of flat material (textile, wood, ceramic, marble, 
metal,etc.). These presses provide high quality sublimation 
finished work.

(100 x 70 cm) (B4123)                                                
(120x90 cm) (B4123A)                                               
(150X100 CM) (B4123B)                                            

Single plate pneumatic pressure transfer machine with 
90x65cm dimensions plate. The plate must be pulled back to 
install the fabric and the sublimation paper and pushed back 
to start the work cycle. Digital timer and temperature.

Sublimation machines

SH-9065                                  (B4109)
AM-PANT                                 (B4117)

TH-10070-AS                           (B4123)

SH-9065                                  (B4109)
AM-PANT                                 (B4117)

TH-10070-AS                           (B4123)
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Manual pressure fusing machine with working area 
50x40cm. Equipped with digital control of time and tempera-
ture, 1750W, 220V.

Fusing machine with working area 90x40 cm. Digital con-
troller of time and temperature.

Fusing machine with working area 110x40 cm. Digital con-
troller of time and temperature.

Fusing machine with working area 125x50 cm. Digital con-
troller of time and temperature.

(BAB001) Table for PLT machines

Continuous belt fusing machine. Width of belt: 300mm. 
Equipped with rear piping collector. Designed for fusing 
classic pants waistband. Includes magnetic guides, holder 
for roller of fabric and binder for creasing the waistband. 
Pressure by springs. Side opened machine. Digital control 
of temperature. Includes stand with 4 wheels.

Continuous belt fusing machine. Width of belt: 500mm. 
Pneumatic pressure. Side opened machine. Digital control of 
temperature. Includes stand with 4 wheels. 380V.

Continuous belt fusing machine. Width of belt: 500mm.  
Pressure by springs. Side opened machine. Digital control of 
temperature. Available in 220V (B8003) and 380V(B8009). 
Includes stand with 4 wheels.

Fusing machines

Continuos belt fusing machines

PL-T 50x40                             (B4103)

PL-T 90x40                             (B4103)

PL-T 1140P                            (B4100)

PL-T 1250P                            (B4101)

SW-300D/SW-03              (B8016)(B8006)

SW-500D                                          (B8003)

SW-500DH                                      (B8013)

PL-T 50x40                             (B4103)

PL-T 90x40                             (B4103)

PL-T 1140P                            (B4100)

PL-T 1250P                            (B4101)

SW-300D/SW-03              (B8016)(B8006)

SW-500D                                          (B8003)

SW-500DH                                      (B8013)

..(B8016)(B8006)    SW-300D/SW-03
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Continuous 900mm width belt fusing machine. Closed 
type machine, 6.000 watts 380V.,  belt cleaning devices. 
Equipped with cooling area. Pneumatic presure. Centering 
of the belt controlled by computer through compressed air 
pistons.

Colling return device for SW-500 machines.

Continuous 700mm width belt fusing machine. Closed 
type machine, 6.000 watts 380V.,  belt cleaning devices. 
Equipped with cooling area. Pneumatic presure. Centering 
of the belt controlled by computer through compressed air 
pistons.

Continuous 1000mm width belt fusing machine. Closed 
type machine, 6.000 watts 380V.,  belt cleaning devices. 
Equipped with cooling area. Pneumatic pressure. Centering 
of the belt controlled by computer through compressed air 
pistons.

Rear piping collector.
                          

Fusing machines

Return device                              (B8003A)

SW-700 MAH                                  (B8018)

SW-900SH                                       (B8015)

SW-300D/SW-03              (B8016)(B8006)

SW-1000SH                                    (B8012)

SW-500D                                          (B8003)

SW-500DH                                      (B8013) SW-03                                                (B8006)

Return device                              (B8003A)

SW-700 MAH                                  (B8018)

SW-900SH                                       (B8015)

SW-300D/SW-03              (B8016)(B8006)

SW-1000SH                                    (B8012)

SW-500D                                          (B8003)

SW-500DH                                      (B8013) SW-03                                                (B8006)

..(B8016)(B8006)    SW-300D/SW-03
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Automatic Shirts cufts creasing pneumatic machine.  
                 
                                                                                     

Pneumatic machine for cutting and turning collars of shirts.
                   
                                                                                      

Pneumatic shirts cutting, turning and creasing collars of 
shirts. Working of cresing of collars full automatic. Creasing 
collars in two times.
 
                                                                                    

Special machines for shirts

SW-205                                            (B8011)

SW-201                                           (B8007)

SW-323AX                                       (B8014)

SW-205                                            (B8011)

SW-201                                           (B8007)

SW-323AX                                       (B8014)
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Suprena type round knife cutting machine. Hexagonal knife 
with grinder and bed knife. Diameter of knife: 50mm.

Round knife cutting machine. Hexagonal knife with grinder 
and bed knife. Diameter of knife: 50mm.

Round knife cutting machine. Hexagonal knife with grinder 
and bed knife. Diameter of knife: 60mm. Machine with battery 
without cable.

Octa type round knife cutting machine. Hexagonal knife with 
grinder and bed knife. Diameter of knife: 100mm.  

Round knive cutting machines

RM-SC-1007                                (A7004A)

RM-MB-50                                      (A7004)

RM-MB-60                                    (A7002A)

RM-MB-100                                 (A7002A)

RM-SC-1007                                (A7004A)

RM-MB-50                                      (A7004)

RM-MB-60                                    (A7002A)

RM-MB-100                                 (A7002A)
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Circular knife 50mm diameter cutting machine.  6 sides 
knives, maximum cutting height 8mm. Electric motor 55W. 
With shear.

Circular knife 86mm diameter cutting machine.  Round 
knife, maximum cutting height 20mm. Electric motor 90W.

Circular knife 100mm diameter cutting machine.  Round 
knife, maximum cutting height 30mm. Electric motor 90W.

Circular knife 86mm diameter cutting machine.  6 sides 
knife, maximum cutting height 20mm. Electric motor 90W. 
With shear.

Circular knife 100mm diameter cutting machine.  6 sides 
knife, maximum cutting height 30mm. Electric motor 90W. 
With shear.

Circular knife 120mm diameter cutting machine.  8 sides 
knife, maximum cutting height 40mm-50mm. Electric motor 
200W. With shear.

Rasor cutting machines  

DS-50                                       (B1004)

D86                                          (B1002)

D100                                        (B1001)

DS-86                                       (B1003)

DS-100                                     (B1007)

SW-12                                      (B1008)

DS-50                                       (B1004)

D86                                          (B1002)

D100                                        (B1001)

DS-86                                       (B1003)

DS-100                                     (B1007)

SW-12                                      (B1008)
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Rasor cutting machines

Circular knive 86mm diameter cutting machine.  6 sides 
knive, maximum cutting height 20mm. Pneumatic motor. 
With shear.

Circular knife 70mm diameter cutting machine.  6 sides 
knife, maximum cutting height 12mm. High power electric 
motor. With shear.  

Circular knife 50mm diameter cutting machine.  6 sides 
knife, maximum cutting height 8mm. Pneumatic motor. With 
shear.

FP-86                                      (B1009)

OPTIMA-70                            (0B1012)

FP-50                                       (B1005)

FP-86                                      (B1009)

OPTIMA-70                            (0B1012)

FP-50                                       (B1005)
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Straight knife 6” cutting machine. Cutting heigth: 11cm. 220 
volts and 3/4HP. CE mark (integrated plug, switch in handle: if 
operator leaves the handle the machine get stopped). 

Straight knife 8” cutting machine. Cutting heigth: 16 cm. 220 volts 
and 3/4HP. CE mark (integrated plug, switch in handle: if operator 
leaves the handle the machine get stopped).

Straight knife 8” cutting machine. Cutting heigth: 16cm. 380 
volts and 3/4HP.
                                                                                         

Straight knife 10” cutting machine. Cutting heigth: 21 cm. 220 
volts and 3/4HP. CE mark (integrated plug, switch in handle: if 
operator leaves the handle the machine get stopped). 
   

Straight knife 10” cutting machine. Cutting heigth: 21 cm. 220 
volts and 1HP. CE mark (integrated plug, switch in handle: if 
operator leaves the handle the machine get stopped).     
             

Straight knife 5” cutting machine. Cutting heigth: 9cm. 220 volts 
and 1/3HP. CE mark (integrated plug, switch in handle: if opera-
tor leaves the handle the machine get stopped). 
        

Straight knife 6” cutting machine. Cutting heigth: 
11cm. 380 volts and 3/4HP.

Straight knife 8” cutting machine. Cutting heigth: 16 cm. 220 
volts and 1HP. CE mark (integrated plug, switch in handle: if 
operator leaves the handle the machine get stopped). 

KS-5”-EU-CE                                     (A6400)

KS-6”-AU-CE                                    (A6406)

KS-6”-AV                                         (A6406A)

KS-8”-AU-CE                                    (A6407)

KS-8”-AV                                        (A6402A)

KS-10”-AU-CE                                  (A6408)

KS-10”-IU-CE                                 (A6408A)

KS-IU-8”                                         (A6407B)

KS-5”-EU-CE                                     (A6400)

KS-6”-AU-CE                                    (A6406)

KS-6”-AV                                         (A6406A)

KS-8”-AU-CE                                    (A6407)

KS-8”-AV                                        (A6402A)

KS-10”-AU-CE                                  (A6408)

KS-10”-IU-CE                                 (A6408A)

KS-IU-8”                                         (A6407B)
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Straight knife 10” cutting machine. Cutting heigth: 21cm. 380 
volts and 3/4HP.

Straight knife 13” cutting machine. Cutting heigth: 29cm. 380 
volts and 3/4HP.

Straight knive 13” cutting machine. Cutting heigth: 29 cm. 
220 volts and 1HP. CE mark (integrated plug, switch in han-
dle: if operator leaves the handle the machine get stopped). 

Cold and heated cloth drill with thermostat.
              

Straight knife cutting machines

Cloth drill

KS-10”-AV                                 (A6408B)

KS-IU-13”                                     (A6408B)

KS-13”-IU-CE                              (A6408F)

DZ-3-1D”                                             (A6405)

KS-10”-AV                                 (A6408B)

KS-IU-13”                                     (A6408B)

KS-13”-IU-CE                              (A6408F)

DZ-3-1D”                                             (A6405)
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Knitting closed tape cutting machine. Width of cutted fabric: 
15-99mm, Speed:  60-330RPM.

                      

Manual cutting machine with 2 holders to keep the fabric 
stable. Roller holder.

(A6202)   Length of guide holders 3.00m
(A6502B) Length of guide holders 3.60m

Manual cutting machine with 2 holders to keep the fabric 
stable. The holders lift up and return down by pushing one 
button. Also the cutting machine starts working after push-
ing the button. Equipped with automatic fabric counter. 

(A6205)   Length of guide holders 3.00m
(A6505B) Length of guide holders 3.60m

Same as SW-119B higher speed.

Cutting machines 

ST-360C                                          (A6202)

FA-200C-3000/ER-209                  (A6205)

SW-911B                                               (B5100)

SW-933                                                  (B5102)

ST-360C                                          (A6202)

FA-200C-3000/ER-209                  (A6205)

SW-911B                                               (B5100)

SW-933                                                  (B5102)
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Band knife cutting machine. Equipped with air blowing table 
(electric fan) Table size: 180x180cm. Cutting heigth: 18cm.
 Arm length: 90cm.                      

Continuous cutting machine for zippers, tape,etc. The cutting 
length can be programmed from 0 to 99cm. Maximum tape 
width: 11cm. Cutting in cold or heated knife (0º to 200º). 

0B5300 220V

0B5300 380V

Band knive sewing machine

Cutting machine

SW-1900S                                            (B5300)

SW-200TC                                            (B5121)

SW-1900S                                            (B5300)

SW-200TC                                            (B5121)
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Plastic bag closer machine, cutting let plastic straight in the 
lower part and inclined in the upper part. Cutting and welding by 
mechanical system. The plastic roller can be put in top or bottom 
part of the machine.

Plastic bag closer machine, cutting let plastic straight in the 
lower part and inclined in the upper part. Cutting and welding by 
pneumatical system. The plastic roller can be put in top or bot-
tom part of the machine.

Lower plastic bag welding machine. To be installed only in 
TP-600H-ECO machines.
                        

Bag closer machines

TP-600-ECO                                           (B6003B)

TP-600H-ECO                                           (B6004)

TPL-600H-ECO                                      (B6004B)

TP-600-ECO                                           (B6003B)

TP-600H-ECO                                           (B6004)

TPL-600H-ECO                                      (B6004B)
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